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Abstract:
Urban trees are an invaluable part of our urban landscapes. They provide urban areas
with a beneficial filter, eye pleasing appeal, and environmental services. The dangers
associated with urban trees can be problematic for elected officials in terms of regulation
and ensuring community safety. Unfortunately these helpful organisms can be harmful,
even lethal, under the right conditions. There are several tools available to urban leaders
for inventorying and evaluating communities’ street trees; however, most of these tools
are designed for the professional and are expensive. Therefore, a need arises for the
creation of a simplified tool that is inexpensive and which a volunteer can utilize cheaply
with a minimal amount of training. In order to meet these needs, an easy-to-use data
collection tool has been developed by distilling professional tools down to a simplified
quantitative form for use by the non-professional. Statistical analysis validates the new
tool through the mean, standard deviation, and variance. The combination of elements
for this new method produced the Rapid Assessment of Threat Examination (R.A.T.E.)
tool. The R.A.T.E. tool was then tested through a trial of the tool by trained or untrained
sub-groups of the trial populous and comparing the results to professionals evaluations
on six sample trees. The results of this study point out that training along with some life
experiences lead to the greatest success in utilization of the R.A.T.E. tool to determine
urban tree health. This seems in part due to the fact that the combination of training and
life experiences allowed the participant to fully grasp the terminology and concepts
utilized within the R.A.T.E. method. The combinations of these aspects were
demonstrated in the trained target sub-group as they were most able to produce an
evaluation similar to that of professionals. The statistical analysis results also showed
there was a learning curve for mastery of the new method. The statistical results also
pointed out that the learning curve mastery time frame was reduced by training. These
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led to the conclusion that a more advanced level of training would aid the participant in
mastery of the R.A.T.E. method at a fast rate. With a more advanced training focusing on
strengthening the aspects of plant pathology and structure to aid the user in
understanding the concepts behind the basis for the R.A.T.E. method. The creation of the
R.A.T.E. method now provides an additional and alternative method for community
leaders to track street tree health, while also providing an inexpensive alternative to
already finically limited communities.

1.0: Introduction:
“There’s a tree that grows in Brooklyn. Some people call it the Tree of
Heaven. No matter where its seed falls, it makes a tree which struggles to reach
the sky. It grows in boarded-up lots and out of neglected rubbish heaps. It grows
up out of cellar gratings. It is the only tree that grows out of cement. It grows
lushly… survives without sun, water, and seemingly without earth. It would be
considered beautiful except that there are too many of it” (Smith, 1968).
In the quote above, Betty Smith describes the Tree of Heaven or Ailanthus as a metaphor
for immigrants to this country, but she has summed up the life and realistic conditions of urban
trees in this country. Urban trees provide us all with important benefits including temperature
regulation, removal of both airborne and waterborne pollutants, runoff control, and aesthetic
appeal (McPherson et al., 2001). Unfortunately all of these benefits can be limited or negated
completely by poor tree health due to neglect, ignorance, and direct human impacts such as
topping, improper pruning, and destruction of roots either by digging or soil compaction. Most of
the impacts to urban trees are due to ignorance regarding the need and growth characteristics of
each particular tree species. These include planting trees, which may reach 100 feet tall, in the
vicinity of power lines or buildings, thus causing maintenance or safety issues. Conflicts with
trees and infrastructure can also occur with proximity to sidewalks, driveways, and parking areas.
Human impacts to tree health are often very obvious, especially when metal signs or other items
are attached directly to the tree which result in possible introduction of pathogens to the tree’s
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tissues. Over time these can lead to deterioration. In such diminished condition, urban trees
present a risk for public safety and represent an issue for community leaders charged with
protecting our society, and therefore it is necessary to assess the condition of trees within their
jurisdictions. Assessment is conducted by certified and trained arborists or foresters working
under expensive contracts, but is a strain on a community’s limited financial resources if they can
be afforded at all!
To encourage tree cover in urban settings many professional organizations have started
programs for promotion of trees and green cover in communities. The Tree Vitalize program was
developed by the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection, and the Pennsylvania Western
Conservancy to encourage communities in high-density, urban counties to maintain and
encourage urban tree cover through the funding of programs, education, and basic guidance for
the planting and maintenance of urban trees (Tree Vitalize, 2012). Tree Vitalize relies on
volunteers from the community to put forth the effort to maintain and plant trees to qualify for
funding assistance, nevertheless, a problem still remains for community leaders to pay a
professional to inventory and evaluate the health of their urban trees (McPherson et al., 2001).
In addition to the Tree Vitalize program, the USDA Forest Service, Davey, the Arbor
Day Foundation, Society of Municipal Arborists, International Society of Arborist and Casey
Trees’, have developed the i-Tree program to assist communities. The i-Tree program helps to
record, track and evaluate the trees within individual communities by providing urban forest
structure information, hourly pollution removal amounts, carbon storage and sequestration
amounts, susceptibility to exotic insect damage, and exotic species composition of the urban
forest (i-Tree, 2012). However the i-Tree program still requires a high level of training and an
understanding of advanced forestry, biological, plant pathology, and entomology concepts to
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complete. This level of comprehension places the i-Tree program beyond what a non-professional
could accurately assess.
Therefore, for those communities that face tree health concerns and who are limited by
the availability of funds, or highly-trained arborists, this project aims to fill the need for a
simplified tool that non-professionals could utilize to assess tree health. If an intuitive, easy-touse data collection system were developed, it would be a great resource for communities in need
of tree health evaluation. Ideally, the data collection system would be used by untrained
volunteers who possess limited knowledge and a desire to enhance their community. This creates
a need for this research to focus on two areas in order to meet the demands and needs for a
simplified tool to evaluate urban tree health.
The purpose of this research was to:
1. Create an easy-to-use tool that can be used for volunteers with no training to
evaluate the health and state of urban trees within a given community.
2. Evaluate the effectiveness of the tool by comparing tree health scores produced
when the tool is used by different user groups (i.e. professional and un-trained
volunteer groups).

2.0: Literature Review:
2.1: Benefits of Trees in Urban Landscapes
Trees are an integral aspect of our world (ISA, 2001). They convert carbon dioxide into
oxygen, supply wood for our buildings, food for our nutrition, and add a sense of beauty to our
landscape (ISA, 2001). With all of these benefits we often fail to recognize their importance
within our urban landscapes. Urban trees instill a positive mental health benefits to society by
creating a sense of pride and relaxation (Duerksen and Goebel, 1999; Kielbaso, 1990; Maryland
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DNR; Zhang et al, 2007). Urban trees also are offer positive environmental services in
temperature regulation, carbon sequestration, removal of air pollutants, precipitation control, and
the prevention of soil erosion (Duerksen and Goebel, 1999; Jim and Chen, 2008; Taylor et al.,
2007). These benefits to the health and integrity of urban ecosystems were diminished by the loss
of urban trees in the last 25 years, which led to the creation of the Tree Vitalize program in
Pennsylvania (Tree Vitalize, 2012).
As stated previously, the Tree Vitalize program “was a cooperative production between
American Forest Inc., USDA Forest Service, and Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources. The Tree Vitalize program was originally started in 2004, in southeastern
Pennsylvania around the Philadelphia region, to promote an increase in urban greenery cover in
order to aid in the control of water runoff and the prevention of the associated pollutants carried
by runoff entering into the Delaware River watershed. With some success reported in this
endeavor, it was then expanded to the Pittsburgh area in 2008 and to other major metropolitan
areas of the state by the end of 2009. The main focus of the program is to plant trees and maintain
trees within the urban landscape. The maintenance referred to in the Tree Vitalize program is the
trimming and pruning of branches. While most of these actions can be carried out by
professionals, it is a key goal of the program to have more public involvement in the form of
volunteers to care for and plant trees within the community. This addresses the program’s goals
of raising awareness within the general public to the benefits that trees have upon an urban
ecosystem, and encourage the incorporation of more into the community in the future”.
2.2: Risks of Trees in Urban Landscapes
Unhealthy trees partially negate the benefits provided to urban landscapes (Kjelgren and
Clack, 1992). Destruction or damage by unhealthy trees presents a great cost to a community. The
cost of trees within urban settings presents a risk which can disrupt everyday life by removing
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power to homes, destroying property such as cars or a roof, and possibly even lead to loss of life.
These risks illustrate how important maintaining the health of our trees can be. Actions by
humans in the urban landscape have an impact upon the trees in yards and along roadways. van
Wassenaer and Richardson’s (2009) research shows that our impacts or damage to the growing
integrity of trees can be seen in two different ways: either (1) through root upheaval or (2) stem
and branch fractures. van Wassenaer and Richardson’s (2009) research shows that stem and
branch fractures tend to be associated with decayed or hollow trees, whereas root upheaval
damage is a structural failure between the soil and the roots of the tree either due to rot or limited
surface area. Only by the careful evaluation of our urban trees we can minimize the impacts of
tree failures upon the infrastructure of the community through the removal of hazardous trees
(van Wassenaer and Richardson, 2009).
Nationally there is a growing trend to protect existing trees in our urban and
environmentally sensitive areas (Duerksen and Goebel, 1999). This has led to many local
governments enacting detailed street tree and landscape design ordinances. Historically most of
these enacted laws were designed to limit negligence and valuation issues dealing with property
damage and timber theft. While these are still important issues with urban trees, and will continue
to be in the future, today’s community leaders are focusing upon minimizing the reduction of
green cover in their communities in order to provide the ecological benefits associated with their
inhabitation. One of the fastest growing areas of land-use legislation deals with trying to preserve
the larger mature trees, which provide the greatest ecological benefit to our urban landscapes,
while also trying to develop a landscape, through the use of greenery, that limits the impacts of
urban centers upon the environment. Through the use of ordinances dealing with limiting
construction damage, tree preservation, and intelligent design, communities are lessening the
impacts placed on trees while increasing greenery, hence promoting reductions in water runoff,
pollution, and heat island impacts. Historically for an ordinance to pass the test of time, court
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reviews and law suits, they need to be justified in sound and clear reasoning, while specifying
standards that do not take away given rights. They should establish a set of directions for the
intended purpose of the ordinance (Duerksen and Goebel, 1999). In order for community leaders
to provide a clear reasoning behind ordinances the need arises for them to know and understand
the current resources and condition of those resources which are present within the community.
The ideal way to achieve this is to enact a thorough and comprehensive monitoring program.
2.3: Minimizing Liability: Ordinances
Urban leaders have the responsibility to protect the public. The U.S. Constitution gives
police powers to state governments so they can enact laws to protect the health, safety and
welfare of communities (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2012). Through later Supreme Court rulings
and state enabling legistation, power was also given to local leaders to regulate laws for aesthetics
(Encyclopedia Britannica, 2012). These powers are how elected leaders plan the future of the
communities and protect the public by creating a safe and livable town or city. International
Society of Arboriculture, ISA, (2001) research guidelines for tree ordinances were developed to
explain to elected community leaders how to create tree ordinances to avoid community outcries
for regulation of a standard in design. Unfortunately, as the ISA (2001) research points out, many
of these tree ordinances lead to the destruction of younger healthy trees while promoting retention
of sick older trees. This tends to be an issue when dealing with a protection type tree ordinance,
whereas a progressive comprehensive tree ordinance will tend to manage an urban forest habitat
to provide for a continuation in succession of the forest toward the future (ISA, 2001).
A progressive comprehensive tree ordinance will take into account water runoff control,
urban heat island controls, sound barriers, and infrastructure conflict limitation (Nichols, 2007).
In order to maintain and regulate the tree ordinances in most communities, the community leaders
tend to appoint a single person to oversee and ensure that all of the ordinances are met in
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accordance with law (ISA, 2001). Although this is a good way to maintain compliance as the
International Society of Arboriculture research points out, it still requires a professional or trained
practitioner to inventory and evaluate the urban forest. As the International Society of
Arboriculture research explains a successful tree ordinances tend to have a heavy volunteer base.
The inclusion of the community helps landowners understand what the ordinance hopes to
achieve as well as why it is important, thereby increasing the likelihood of successful compliance
(ISA, 2001). This is precisely why the Tree Vitalize program incorporates a need for volunteers
to be involved in the street tree commission in order for a community to qualify (Tree Vitalize,
2012).
2.4: Tree Health Monitoring Programs
As Gregory McPherson (1992) points out in his research in Monitoring Urban Forest
Health, the monitoring of an urban forest’s health by a voluntary organization requires a
simplified method for the evaluation of the state or condition of the trees. McPherson also states
that each of these simplified methods will need to be repeatable and scientifically credible so that
a good quality assurance and control can be achieved. In order to guarantee that this tool is a
success, it will need to be personally relevant and socially desirable to the volunteers, while also
being economically feasible to the community and volunteers (McPherson, 1992). Prior to 1970
tree health assessment was typically performed by untrained individuals acting on a “gut” feeling
to determine whether or not a tree was healthy (van Wassenaer and Richardson, 2009). Their
research shows this visual assessment technique tended to be very subjective and was difficult to
repeat consistently. Arboricultural research by van Wassenaer and Richardson also showed that a
quantitative method is needed to standardize the labeling of hazardous trees which should be
removed.
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As van Wassenaer and Richardson research explains, a quantitative method allows for
repeatability and a sound way for determining tree health. Although the quantitative method
exhibits drawbacks in that evidence of decay or damage tend to deem a tree as unsafe and lead to
premature removal of trees that, while damaged, can still be considered a sound tree that will
continue to live without any hazard to the community. As the authors state in their research this
led to the recent investigation into a more engineering based analysis of a tree in order to
determine its likelihood for failure hazard. They state that the engineering technique has shown
that many trees labeled as hazardous under the quantitative method were, in fact, still healthy,
sound trees that would continue to remain standing for several years.
As the previous authors research points out the engineering technique takes extensive
training in order to complete, and lends itself to professional practices. Their research also states
that the engineering technique is also inherently expensive and should not be completed with all
trees, but instead a subset for a basic evaluation of urban forests. This leads to a debate as to
which method is ideal for each circumstance. With the cost prohibitions of the engineering based
technique, and the subjectivity and unrepeatability of the visual evaluation the quantitative
method tends to lend itself to being the most ideal for monitoring community trees (van
Wassenaer and Richardson, 2009). This aligns with why almost all available programs for the
inventory and evaluation of urban trees utilize the quantitative method for repeatability and
standardization.
The USDA Forest Service in conjunction with several other interest groups has created
the i-Tree program which allows for urban leaders to inventory and evaluate their urban forests (iTree, 2012). The i-Tree program allows for communities to evaluate hydrological aspects, tree
health, detailed inventory, energy budgets, aesthetics, and many more aspects of urban forest,
gauging benefits and conflicts (i-Tree, 2012). Another popular evaluation method is the Urban
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Forest Effect (UFORE) method. This method takes a limited view of tree health basically
summing it up into crown reduction (Nowak et al., 2008). UFORE is a precursor to i-Tree and is
incorporated in conjunction with i-Tree to produce urban measurements of street trees (Cumming
et al., 2008).
2.5: Project Justification:
With the call from McPherson (2001) for more and more voluntary involvement in street
tree commissions and a need for an evaluation of our street trees to determine what is out there.
An ideal combination of a visual or observational assessment methods with quantitative elements
will allow for the day-to-day and year-to-year tracking of health of our urban trees, while
reserving the removal judgment for professionals. The creation and use of a simplified,
quantitative tool ensures repeatability and allows for volunteers to evaluate a tree (McPherson,
1992), while providing a general consensus of the condition a community tree is in will allow
community leaders to keep track of the urban forest. McPherson (1992) calls for a simplified tool
for monitoring urban forest health that is personally relevant, socially desirable, scientifically
credible, and economically feasible. With neither the i-Tree nor the UFORE method meeting all
of the criteria set out by McPherson. A process of utilizing levels, similar to land use
classification codes, detailed information (from i-Tree and the USDA Forest Services Forest
Health Monitoring program) can be reduced down to a general type (Anderson et al, 1976). The
creation of a new simplified method is needed to fill the current void as well as a subsequent
evaluation to determine whether this new tool is successful in its design.
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3.0: Purpose and Scope:
The purpose of this research is to develop a simplified tool that a non-professional can
utilize to evaluate urban tree health, was to test with various user groups and to determine its
success.
•

Research Question: Can the typical street tree commission volunteer evaluate a
tree‘s health in a statistically significant manner compared to a professional
evaluation utilizing the Rapid Assessment of Threat Examination tool?

•

Hypothesis: The typical street tree commission volunteer can produce a tree
health assessment similar to a professional evaluation with the Rapid Assessment
of Threat Examination tool.

•

Goals: are to (A) create a systematic script tool, (B) conduct trials with the tool,
and (C) evaluate the results of the trials with the tool to evaluate significance
between nonprofessional and professional users.

4.0: Description of Study Area:
The evaluation of the tool was conducted on the Shippensburg University campus, which
represents a maintained urban forest land cover. Six selected trees were flagged and numbered for
the testers to survey. All of these trees were in the center of campus and in front of the library.
The trees at this location have been maintained by a landscape crew from the university and
would represent those found on the typical urban street tree with varying age, species, and care.
The selection of the sample trees started with health specimens of a deciduous tree and a conifer
tree allowing for the user to become familiar with the evaluation tool. The next two trees showed
the aspect of a poor health tree and a non-typical growth form tree. this allowed the user to
experience the full aspect of evaluation tool. The next two trees where considered a reset since
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the user should now have an understanding of what the evaluation tool is asking of them. The
fifth tree was a healthy subject and the sixth tree was a poor health tree example of the reset.

Map 1: The sample location of the trial trees within the grounds of Shippensburg University, inset location of
Shippensburg University within Pennsylvania.

The survey trees were located within the center quad area of Shippensburg University as
seen above. Shippensburg University (2012) was founded in 1871 as the Cumberland Valley
State Normal School, in 1927 it became the State Teachers College at Shippensburg, and then in
1983 it became Shippensburg University. The University is comprised of approximately 200acres
and falls within the Cumberland Valley.
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5.0: Methods:
Several methods were needed to fully address the research questions raised by the
project. These included the distillation of professional audit tools into a new simplified
tool, the tool creation, and an evaluation method for testing the new tool’s effectiveness.
Step 1 of the methods addressed the distillation and tool creation aspects. While step 2
addressed the methods utilized for testing effectiveness of the new tool.
5.1: Tree Health Assessment Survey Development:
The creation of a tree health assessment tool, here by known as the Rapid Assessment of
Threat Examination (R.A.T.E) tool, is broken down into two parts, the distillation of information
and the creation of the tool.
5.1A: Distillation
The focus in this stage was to simplify and streamline the techniques and approaches
utilized by the USDA Forest Service Forest Inventory and Analysis and Forest Health Monitoring
programs, along with incorporating aspects of i-Tree, to create a distilled version for use by
volunteers with limited training. Utilizing a technique incorporating levels similar to land use
classification codes we can take detailed information and reduce it down to a general type
(Anderson et al, 1976). An example of this in land use classification is to take a mixed forest (43)
land use code and reduce it to a lower level of just forest (4) (Anderson et al, 1976), hence
simplifying the detailed symptoms of disease, fungus, and insect damages down to the general
levels of disease, fungus, and insect. An example of this reduction technique would be taking a
symptom such as Dutch Elm Disease and reducing it down to insect damage on an elm tree. After
simplifying the damage types down to a simpler level an affected location is assigned. Utilizing
the USDA Forest Services Forest Health Monitoring variables (left) and simplifying them down
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to general damage type (right) by location (see table 1) the information was then be applied to a
new tool.

USDA Forest service FHM

R.A.T.E.

Location: General

5.1B: Tool Creation

Variable Type

Description

Variable type

Description

Plot number

number id.

Tree Id.

by location

State, county

number id.

State, town

name

Crew

number id.

Tester

name

Date

month/day/year

Date

month/day/year

Latitude/longitude

Nad 83

Latitude/longitude

Nad 83

Elevation

feet

na

Land use

number id.

na

Tree status

live/dead

Condition class

live/dead

Species

number id.

Species

number id.

Diameter at breast height

Diameter in inches

Circumference

inches

Length of tree (height)

feet

tree height

nearest foot

measured feet

structure impact

yes or no

From the distilled
i-Tree variables (see
appendix A) taken together
with the reduced Forest
Service’s FHM variables, a
basic set of health
questions was created. In
order to further simplify
the information, the

Distance from tree to
buildings

reduced variables then
needed to be associated

Location: Crown
Crown light exposure

quarter receiving

na

Crown position

location

na

Crown density

5% classes

Crown fullness

weighted %

health, Stem Health,

Crown dieback

5% classes

Crown dieback

weighted %

Crown Health, and Culture

Foliage transparency

5% classes

Foliage absent

5% classes

Crown diameter

measured feet

na
Foliage absent

na

combining the health
question, utilizing a yes or

Detailed type

Damage-presence

general type

Table 1: USDA Forest Service Forest Health Monitoring variables simplified to a
general level for the R.A.T.E. tool to make the R.A.T.E. variables (Cumming et al.,
2008).
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Site Health). By

yes or no

Location: for entire tree
Damage-presence

with a location (Root

no check option into a
check sheet format

classified by location and assigning a value to each question, a script version of the tool can be
created (see Appendix B). A script version is a basic check sheet that is designed to be completed
in a systematic beginning to end. In the case of this tool it followed a ground level (roots) to the
top of the tree (crown) to have the user focus on tree area so as not to miss smaller details.
The next step was to quantify a weighted value for each question and section in order to
make the process repeatable. As stated previously (page 8) the roots and stems of trees tend to be
the highest probable locations for tree failures. This means that rot or damage to the root or stems
of trees has the greatest impact upon whether or not a tree continues to remain standing in the
future timeframe. For this reason locations with the greatest chance of potential failure, root or
stem zones, were assigned a higher value for damage and sites such as the crown and categories
such as human impact were assigned a reduced weighted
score, since these cause less of a chance for the tree to fall.

Location Category Percentage
Root Health

22

Stem Health

35

Crown Health

16

(see Table 2 at right). The weighted percentages break

Culture Site Health

20

down was determined by first separating out 7% of 100%

Total

93

The four categories or zones of a tree were assigned a
percentage that was weighted to represent the greatest risk
for potential of impact to cause a failure to remain standing

for future species overall resistance to disease, leaving a

Table 2: Percentage break down by
section for new tool

total of 93% to be spread over the health assessment for each
location category in Table 2 for R.A.T.E. tool tree zone or category. The total 93% was then
subdivided by 4 which produced 23.25% and these numbers were then adjusted to produce a
value that would represent the greatest impacts for a tree to fail by falling over or breaking caused
by disease or damage. The manipulation of the values for each section produced the values as
seen in table 2. These weighted zonal sections then were applied to the set of yes or no health
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questions previously created from the distilled professional inventory variables to create a script
version of the R.A.T.E. tool (see appendix B).
An electronic PDF version of the R.A.T.E. tool was generated by using Microsoft’s
Publisher and Adobe Acrobat X, which allows for the user to easily check boxes in pull down
menus when using a portable device. Each of these options was assigned a value for automated
calculation of the tree score. Radial button options were added to general information options
since the PDF editing program does not allow for values to be associated with such options. After
all toggle choices were added or edited in the document the tab order, the flow from beginning to
end, was adjusted so the user could smoothly tab to the next option. Finally a submit toggle was
added, which automatically sent the completed questionnaire to the lead researcher, in this case
the author.

5.2: R.A.T.E. Evaluation:
In order to determine the effectiveness of the new R.A.T.E tool, a field test of the tool by
a volunteer sample group was utilized and then a comparison of the results between the sample
volunteers (experimental group) and a professional group was completed to check for quality
control and assurance. By utilizing the professional evaluations as a control group to base the
sample groups off of, it allowed for a statistical analysis of standard deviation and variance of the
data to determine if the tool was effective and scores repeatable.
5.2A: Group Breakdown
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the R.A.T.E. tool, two principal experimental
groupings were made that could be compared to each other and to a professional control group
(flow chart 1). As the R.A.T.E. tool was envisioned as a tool to be utilized by individuals who
expressed interest in tree health, but may not have had significant training it was important to
have a grouping that would reflect this type of user group “target group” (see below). It was also
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deemed necessary to include a “non-target” group that would represent a cohort that would not
necessarily chose to assess tree health out of their own interest, but may have been asked to for

Flow Chart 1: Group breakdown and comparison breakdown for the assessment.

any variety of reasons. In order to determine whether the R.A.T.E. tool was viable enough as an
assessment instrument where it could be used without training, each of these user groups were
divided into sub-groups as described in more detail below. In theory, if the non-target user group
can use the R.A.T.E. tool with some level of similarity to the professional control group, then the
R.A.T.E. tool would clearly be deemed a success.
Control Group
The control group consisted of three professionals that represented horticulture, biologic,
and forestry professions. The professional group’s results acted as a quality assurance and control
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measure to compare the volunteer groups’ results to (or a grading rubric). In order to keep the
information simple a whole number of the professional’s tree assessment mode was utilized and
acted as their median score. The determined median score for the professional group was then
utilized as the rubric other groups will be compared to for statistical analysis (see flow chart 1).
Experimental Groups
The sample volunteers were broken down into two main user groups. The “target” group
was determined to be the possible typical street tree commission volunteer. The “non-target”
group was anyone that fell outside of those parameters for a target user.
Non-Target Group
The non-target group was made up of first and second year college students that excluded
biology or natural resources majors. Students majoring in biology and natural resource field were
excluded from the non-target group because this research looked to isolate a group of individuals
who would not resemble the average, informed, volunteer who would be inclined to help in a tree
health survey. This group was needed to test whether the tool could be used by anyone or if a
more selective (but not professionally trained) group is required to effectively use the tool. The
non-target group was then randomly divided into two separate sub-groups, the trained sub-group
and the untrained sub-group. The trained sub-group was trained by a professional forester on the
uses of the R.A.T.E. tool and was given a manual to accompany them in their evaluation of the
sample trees. The second sub-group of the non-target group was the untrained sub-group. This
sub-group was given just the R.A.T.E. tool without a manual or training and asked to complete
the evaluation with nothing more than their own knowledge set and abilities.

Target Group
The target group was made up of the expected users of this tool. They had a varied
amount of education and no tester was withdrawn from the survey. If they happened to have an
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education in the natural sciences this would happen to represent the average expected user of the
R.A.T.E. tool. Similar to the non-target group this group was also subdivided into two separate
sub-groups of trained and untrained. The trained sub-group was also given a manual to aid in
their evaluations of the sample trees. The untrained sub-group was again left to utilize their own
knowledge base for completion of the survey. After each major group had run the sample survey
a comparison was made between each sub-group, major group, and an overall comparison of the
tool, see flow chart 1.

5.2B: Statistical Analysis
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the R.A.T.E. tool, it is/was necessary to compile
the results from the three main groups (professional, target, and non-target) and each of the 4 subgroups (trained vs. untrained). A total of 23 users participated in this assessment and were
randomly assigned to trained versus non-trained groups. For each sub-group the final scores for
each tree (of which there were 6 trees utilized – see results) were tabulated and average, median,
variance, and standard deviation were calculated as discussed below.

(∑𝑥𝑥)2
𝑛𝑛 )
𝑠𝑠 = √(
𝑛𝑛 − 1
Where s= standard deviation
x= value of an individual
observation
n= number of observation in
sample
∑x 2 −

Figure 1: Standard Deviation Formula (Avery & Burkhart, 1994)

The comparison of each user group to the control group produced a standard deviation for
each question, section, and the tool itself. A standard deviation is a measure of dispersion of
individual observations from the mean (Avery & Burkhart, 1994), see figure 1. Normal
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distributions tend to have 68% of all observation within ± 1 standard deviation, 95% within 1.96
standard deviation, and 99% within 2.58 standard deviations (Avery & Burkhart, 1994). The
variance of the distribution from the mean is used to calculate the maximum distance for the
parameters (Avery & Burkhart, 1994). The variance is the square of the standard deviation and
usually determined before the standard deviation (Avery & Burkhart, 1994), see figure 2. The
calculated data are reported in the data analysis section on page 36.

(∑𝑥𝑥)2
∑x 2 − 𝑛𝑛
𝜎𝜎 2 = (
)
𝑛𝑛 − 1
Where 𝜎𝜎 2 = variance
x= value of an individual
observation
n= number of observation in
sample
Figure 2: Variance formula (Avery & Burkhart, 1994)

Quality Assurance
In order to determine if individual participants were able to improve their performance
after scoring several trees through the tool, it was necessary to perform a quality assurance
assessment. Both the non-target group and the target group were asked to reevaluate two of the
original sample trees to allow for both an examination of the possibility of learned skills resulting
from the repeated use of the tool and a quality assurance evaluation. A comparison was made
between the two different evaluations of the sample tree to see whether a repeated completion of
the R.A.T.E. tool on the same tree causes the user to learn and increase in skill for accurate
scoring, as compared to the professional evaluation. These data are shown in Table 4 on page 39
in the Data analysis section.
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6.0: Results:
Tree Score Guide:

This research produced two major contributions
Excellent Health

0-10

Good Health

11-16

Poor Health

17-40

Dangerous Tree

40-100

which included the R.A.T.E. tool itself, which combined
elements outlined in the literature review above, and the
analysis of the usefulness of the tool by a wide range of
users. Data collected from this project are reported in
the sections below. The first step (Step 1) outlines the

Table 3: Guidance Tree Score for the
R.A.T.E. Tool

results of the distillation of the tool and the assembly of the tree to be scored by the
various user groups in order to determine usability and effectiveness of the new tool. The
second step (Step 2) was the collecting the trials which was performed during the late
summer and fall of 2012 prior to leaf drop and once the survey was approved by the
Shippensburg University Human Subjects Review Board (see appendix for approval
letter). The final step (Step 3) reports the data from each of the users and user groups.
These data will be analyzed and compared in the data analysis section below.
6.1: (R.A.T.E. Tool):
The culmination of the Rapid Assessment Threat Examination (R.A.T.E.) tool produced
a simple check sheet (script version see appendix B) which was tested by the author on several
test trees to determine what scores it produced for trees of varying health. The testing by the
author, a professional forester, was compared to trees of differing health observation produced by
the author in order to determine the range of scores produced for an excellent health tree, good
health tree, poor health tree, and dangerous health tree with the new R.A.T.E. tool. These ranges
in scores produced by the R.A.T.E. tool represented the observed health by the author.
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The ranges from these test scores were then set as recommended action scores (see Table
3). The recommended action scores allow the community leaders to generally make choices to
limit the possibility of hazardous situations from occurring in the present and the future. The
recommended action scores are defined as trees with excellent health, good health, poor health, or
dangerous R.A.T.E. scores. Trees in excellent health are trees which are in perfect or near perfect
health and in which the possibility of failure is minimal within the next 5 years. Good health trees
are defined as trees that are average in health and may have a few health or damage problems but
the likelihood of failure within 5 years is minimal. Trees in the poor health category are defined
as trees that have major health issues either from disease or damage and have a possibility to fail
either in standing ability or life within the next 5 years and it is recommended that community
leaders continue to evaluate the tree to reduce liability. Trees which meet the dangerous health
range are trees that are so damaged, rotten, or dead that they pose a risk to life or property at any
moment and should be removed to prevent hazardous situations. The recommend action score
table was then added to the script version of the tool as a guide.
After the script version was created, the next step was to convert the script tool into a
PDF version of the tool. By converting the script tool into a PDF version of the tool it allowed for
the tool to automatically calculate tree scores for the user, reducing human error in the math, and
allows for use on portable devices. There were six versions of the PDF version of the R.A.T.E.
tool. Version 1.0 was the conversion of the script version of the R.A.T.E. tool to a PDF version.
Version 2.0 had the addition of a few health questions to each section to be more comprehensive
than the original script version. Version 2.1 added the submit toggle that automatically emails the
completed document to the lead researcher. Versions 2.2 and 2.3 fixed a few grammatical and
compilation errors. Version 2.3 was tested by two professionals. Version 2.4 adjusted formatting
and added the Advisory Score Table. This version, see Appendix C, was the version evaluators
used to test the validity of the tool.
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6.2: R.A.T.E. Tool Trials
The trial of the R.A.T.E. tool was completed on six sample trees of varying health
conditions by the three main groups; the professionals, the target group, and the non-target group.
The target and the non-target groups were divided into sub-groups of trained and untrained in the
use of the R.A.T.E. tool. This led to the professional group having 3 participants, trained target
sub-group having 6 participants, untrained target sub-group having 4 participants, the trained nontarget sub-group having 5 participants, and the untrained non-target sub-group having 5
participants. On average it took 20 to 25 minutes for each participant to evaluate a tree, which
leads to the total trial evaluation taking an hour to an hour and 20 minutes. This led to the
following results per tree.

6.3: Trial Data
The data produced by the trails shown below are broken down by tree. Under
each tree the information is broken down by user group participant and the response to
each question of the R.A.T.E. tool (see accompany Appendix C for questions).
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Figure 3: R.A.T.E. trial results for all trees sampled showing raw data from all group trials and individual scores.
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7.0: Data Analysis:
In order to validate the R.A.T.E. method, the tool was utilized by three main groups
which included: professional, target, and non-target groups. The target and the non-target groups
were broken into two sub groups consisting of trained versus untrained evaluators, as discussed in
the methods section. This produced four separate sample groups for comparison to the
professional group scores on all six sample trees. These sub-groups where then statistically
compared to the professional group by calculating standard deviation, and variance. For the first
six sample trees the professional median score acted as the rubric score (or an expected answer)
to which the other groups were compared to determine the statistical ranges for qualifying the
performance of the other study groups. Then two Quality Assurance trees were utilized to
compare the first trial of a sample tree against the second trial of the same tree.
7.1: Professional Group: Analysis and Rubric determination
The professional group was comprised of three professionals consisting of a horticulturist, a
biologist, and a forester. Each of the professionals utilized in this research had a background and
interest in urban street tree evaluation and design, with years of wealth and knowledge in the
subject. In the following discussion, the scores produced by these three evaluators are reported in
figures 4 and 5. Based on the statistical analysis, the scores produced by the professional group
for tree 1 showed a median score of 10.0, a variance of 28.0, and a standard deviation of 5.29. In
comparing the score sheets for each assessor, the “cultural impacts” appeared to be the source of
the majority of the variation. The statistical analysis scores produced by the professional group
for tree 2 showed a median score of 8.0, a variance of 16.0, and a standard deviation of 4.0. In
comparing the score sheets between each assessor, the greatest variations between the assessors
was in the “crown” and “cultural impact” sections. The variation in the professional assessors in
these two sections of the R.A.T.E. tool stemmed from just two questions, 3a.7 and 4.7. The 3a.7
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question deals with discoloration of the foliage due to disease or environmental damages, and not
normal changing of color due to annual shedding (see Appendix C, page 87). With question 4.7,
the widow maker presence question, once again a terminology difference between the professions
appears to be the reasoning behind the variations of responses shedding (see Appendix C, page
87. The scores produced by the professional group for tree 3, based upon statistical analysis,
showed a median score of 22.0, a variance of 25.0, and a standard deviation of 5.0 (Figure 4).
The professional group variations were different for all of the sections of the R.A.T.E. tool.

Figure 4: Professional group assessment breakdown for tree 1 through 3.
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Based upon the statistical analysis of tree 4, the professional group produced a median
score of 9.67, a variance of 32.5, and a standard deviation of 5.70. The greatest variation in the
responses of the assessors occurred in the “crown” section. The variation appears to deal with the
growth form of the tree as it is not a typical growth form. The statistical analysis produced for
tree 5 by the professional group showed a median score of 7.67, a variance of 17.5, and a standard
deviation of 4.18. The variations between the assessors was shown in the “roots” and “cultural
impacts” sections. The variation in the roots section appears to be due to the difference in
disturbance by the instillation of a sidewalk that bisects the root zone of the tree. The “cultural
impacts” section was once again impacted by a “widow maker”. Based on the statistical analysis,
the professional group scores for tree 6 produced, a median score of 14.33, a variance of 19.42,
and a standard deviation of 3.99 (Figure 5). In comparing the variations of the assessors for this
tree it shows that the “stem” section of the tool had the greatest deviation.

Figure 5: Professional group assessment breakdown for tree 4 through 6.
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7.2: Nonprofessionals Evaluations: (target and non-target groups)
In order to evaluate if non-professionals could utilize the R.A.T.E. tool in a manner that
allows them to assess tree health similar to a professional assessment, a comparison between the
tree score median, variance, and standard deviation were calculated off of the professional tree
score. Table 4 shows the statistical results produced in the comparison of the non-professionals to
the professionals. Each sub-group is discussed in detail in the following sections.
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Sample

Participant Group

Median

Variance

Standard Deviation

Tree # 1
Professional
Trained Target
Trained Non-target
Untrained Target
Untrained Non-target

10.00
9.50
16.00
8.80
7.20

28.00
16.67
108.00
10.00
27.50

5.29
4.08
10.39
3.16
5.24

Professional
Trained Target
Trained Non-target
Untrained Target
Untrained Non-target

8.00
3.75
10.40
9.00
6.00

16.00
25.00
28.50
33.20
8.00

4.00
5.00
5.34
5.76
2.83

Professional
Trained Target
Trained Non-target
Untrained Target
Untrained Non-target

22.00
13.00
13.20
24.83
22.80

25.00
122.67
124.00
131.40
20.50

5.00
11.08
11.14
11.46
4.53

Professional
Trained Target
Trained Non-target
Untrained Target
Untrained Non-target

9.67
8.25
17.00
16.83
16.60

32.50
11.67
151.75
132.60
63.75

5.70
3.42
12.32
11.52
7.98

Professional
Trained Target
Trained Non-target
Untrained Target
Untrained Non-target

7.67
7.25
13.00
10.00
5.80

17.50
5.67
96.67
20.40
21.75

4.18
2.38
9.83
4.52
4.66

Professional
Trained Target
Trained Non-target
Untrained Target
Untrained Non-target

14.33
10.50
8.00
20.00
66.80

22.50
36.67
105.33
132.80
5,552.00

4.74
6.06
10.26
11.52
74.51

Trained Target
Trained Non-target
Untrained Target
Untrained Non-target

7.25
13.25
11.83
6.20

17.67
90.33
36.60
34.75

4.20
9.50
6.05
5.89

Trained Target
Trained Non-target
Untrained Target
Untrained Non-target

13.33
18.00
26.67
20.80

130.00
16.00
124.40
15.50

11.40
4.00
11.15
3.94

Tree # 2

Tree # 3

Tree # 4

Tree # 5

Tree # 6

QA Tree # 1

QA Tree # 2

Total
Professional
11.94
23.58
3.99
Trained Target
8.71
36.39
5.95
Trained Non-target
12.93
102.38
9.10
Untrained Target
14.91
76.73
8.14
Untrained Non-target
20.87
948.92
13.70
Table 4: Statistical results for each tree by sub-groups.
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7.2A: Trained Target Sub-group:
The trained target sub-group was comprised of any non-first year student participant who
was a natural science major or anyone else that wished to participate that did not fall into the
professional or non-target groups. This group was subdivided and half were trained on the use of
the R.A.T.E. tool. The participants were also given a manual to aid in their examination process.
This sub-group had 4 total participants.
Statistical analyses were completed to compare the scores between each of the groups.
Specifically, median, standard deviation, and variance scores for all trees and all groups were
calculated. These are reported in TABLE 4 on page 39. In order to better evaluate the
performance of each of the subgroups in the use of the RATE Tool the following section explores
the performance of subgroups in a more systematic way. Chart 1 shows the median scores for all
six trees in the analysis
between the professional
group and the trained
target sub-group. As
shown, Trees 1, 2, 4 and 5
all showed similar median
values when comparing the

Chart 1: Median Tree Score comparison between Trained Target sub-group and
Professionals

professional versus trained
target group. In these cases, both professionals and the trained target sub-group scored the trees
as in the excellent condition, thus suggesting that the RATE Tool works reasonably well for
healthy specimens within this sub-group. However, Trees 3 and 6 showed slightly greater
standard deviation in performance. These trees had significant issues in stem and/or crown
health. To better explore this point, the table below (Table 5) shows the calculated median,
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variance and standard deviation of the professionals versus the “trained” target group for a tree
that performed well in the scoring and a tree that performed poorly in the scoring outcomes.

“Trained” Target Group Compared to Professionals
Tree

Statistical Scoring
Median 10 – Professional
Median 9.5 – Trained
Target
Deviation 5.29 –
Professional
Deviation 4.08 – Trained
Target

Tree 1
(e.g. of a
Favorable
Performance 10+/- 5.29 – Professional
of the RATE Range
9.5 +/- 4.08 – Trained
TOOL)
Range
Comments

Analysis Elements – Source of variation?
Professionals score tree in excellent to
good range, but have a wider deviation
than untrained.
• Trained target shows greatly differed with
questions pertaining to “open wounds”
• Deviations for both groups show that the
majority of scores fall within the Excellent
to Good Tree Health Range
• Both groups performed well in scoring
this tree, although trained group scores the
tree generally “healthier” than the
professionals.
•

Note: One professional clearly differed in
scoring this tree.
Weighted Scoring Breakdown By Component
RATE Tree Score Outcomes:
Root Health
22%
0-10 – Excellent Tree Health
Stem Health
35%
11-16 – Good Health
Crown Health
16%
17-40 – Poor Health
Cultural Site Health
20%
>40 – Dangerous Tree – likely
“dead” tree
Table 5: Trained Target sub-group comparison with the Professional group on a favorable performance tree.

In comparing the results produced between the two groups it appears that the trained
target group had issues with the “stem” and “crown” sections of the R.A.T.E. tool. The
comparison of scores of tree 2 relative to tree 1 (see Table 4 on page 39) shows, that the trained
target group had a slightly greater variance due to this group missing a “widow maker” within the
crown. The “trained” target group assessed the tree in the excellent tree health category as the
professional’s also did for this tree.
As shown in Table 6, the examination of tree 3 between the two groups showed that the
professional group assessed the tree with a median score of 22.0 (poor health category) while the
“trained” target group assessed median score was 13.0 (good health category) – which is the
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greatest variance produced between these two groups. The trained target group had issues in the
“stem” section of the tool. Scoring differences appear to be due to an under evaluation of
damages from rot and open wounds found on this tree.

“Trained” Target Group Compared to Professionals
Tree

Statistical Scoring
Median 22.0 – Professional
Median 13.0 – Trained
Target
Deviation 5.0 –
Professional
Deviation 11.04 – Trained
Target

•
•

Analysis Elements – Source of variation?
Professionals score tree in poor range, and
have a narrower deviation than untrained.
Trained target under-estimated tree health
compared to professionals (i.e. placing the
score in the good range).
Deviations for the trained group show that
there was a much wider range than the
professionals.
The “trained” group clearly had difficulty
scoring this tree consistently across the
individual participants.

•
Tree 3
(e.g. of a
poor
•
Performance 22.0+/- 5.0 – Professional
of the RATE Range
13.0 +/- 11.04 – Trained
TOOL)
Range
Comments:
Note: In evaluating the scoring breakdowns, the trained group had issues with
determining the amount of infected area by fungus within the tree.

Weighted Scoring Breakdown By Component
Root Health
22%
Stem Health
35%
Crown Health
16%
Cultural Site Health
20%

RATE Tree Score Outcomes:
0-10 – Excellent Tree Health
11-16 – Good Health
17-40 – Poor Health
>40 – Dangerous Tree – likely
“dead” tree

Table 6: A poor performance tree by the Trained Target sub-group compared to the Professional group.

The examination of tree 4 had the professional group assessing the tree as in Excellent
health as did the trained target group. In examining the results for the two groups it appears that
the trained target group differed in the “root”, “stem” and “crown” section for this particular tree.
Despite the differences in how they individually handled the scoring of the tree it seemed to
produce a collective score similar to that of the professional’s.
Scoring of tree 5 by the two different groups showed that the professional group assessed
the tree similarly to the trained target group, such that both placed the tree within the Excellent
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health range. In examining the results produced by both groups it appears that some of the
trained target group had missed an issue with the “cultural impacts” section. The issue with the
“cultural impacts” section appears to be with what is considered a “widow maker” or a dead limb
which was present within the canopy.
In examining the last tree, tree 6, it was again a poor performing tree for the scoring of
the tree’s health by the two groups. The professional group assessed the tree within the Good
Health range (median score of 14.33) where the trained target group assessed the tree in the
Excellent to Good Health range (median score of 10.50). The scoring ranges were slightly less
variable than for tree 3. Examination of the results from both groups showed that the trained
scores were more different in the “stem” and “crown” sections. Specifically this appears the
amount of open wound variable in the “stem” section. It also appears in the “discoloration” aspect
of the “crown” section.
7.2B: Untrained Target Sub-group:
The untrained target sub-group was comprised of any non-first year student participant
who was a natural science major or anyone else that wished to participate that did not fall into the
professional or non-target groups. This group was subdivided and half were trained on the use of
the R.A.T.E. tool, the other half was considered the untrained target sub-group. The untrained
target sub-group was left to their own devices for completing the evaluation. No manual was
supplied to the participants of this sub-group. This group had 6 participants that completed the
examination process.
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Chart 2: Median tree score comparison between Untrained Target sub-group and professionals

Statistical analyses were completed to compare the scores between each of the groups.
Specifically, median, standard deviation, and variance scores for all trees and all groups were
calculated. These are reported in Table 4 on page 39. In order to better evaluate the performance
of each of the subgroups in the use of the RATE Tool the following section explores the
performance of subgroups in a more systematic way. Chart 2 shows the median scores for all six
trees in the analysis. As shown, Trees 1, 2, 3 and 5 all showed similar median values when
comparing the professional versus untrained target group. In these cases, both professionals and
untrained target group scored the trees as in Excellent to Good condition, thus suggesting that the
RATE Tool works reasonably well for healthy specimens. However, Trees 4 and 6 showed
greater disparity in performance. These trees had significant issues in stem and/or crown health
and complex growth patterns that were difficult to assess without training. To better explore this
point, the table below (Table 7) shows the calculated median, variance and standard deviation of
the professionals versus the ‘untrained” target group for a tree that performed well in the scoring
and a tree that performed poorly in the scoring outcomes.
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“Untrained” Target Group Compared to Professionals
Tree

Statistical Scoring
Median 10 – Professional
Median 8.8 – Untrained
Target

Analysis Elements – Source of variation?
• Professionals score tree in excellent to
good range, but have a wider deviation
than untrained.
• Untrained target over-estimated tree
Deviation 5.29 –
health compared to professionals, but
Professional
Tree 1
have a narrower deviation
Deviation 3.16 –
(e.g. of a
• Deviations for both groups show that the
Untrained Target
Favorable
majority of scores fall within the
Performance
Excellent to Good Tree Health Range
of the RATE 10+/- 5.29 – Professional
• Both groups performed well in scoring
Range
TOOL)
this tree, although untrained group scores
8.8 +/- 3.16 – Untrained
the tree generally “healthier” than the
Range
professionals.
Comments
Note: One professional clearly differed in
scoring this tree.
Weighted Scoring Breakdown By Component
RATE Tree Score Outcomes:
Root Health
22%
0-10 – Excellent Tree Health
Stem Health
35%
11-16 – Good Health
Crown Health
16%
17-40 – Poor Health
Cultural Site Health
20%
>40 – Dangerous Tree – likely
“dead” tree
Table 7: A favorable performance tree by the Untrained Target sub-group compared to the Professional group.

In comparing the results produced between the two groups it appears that the untrained
target group differed with the “stem”, “crown”, and “cultural impacts” sections of the tool. The
comparison of scores of tree 2 relative to tree 1 (see Table 4 on page 39) shows that the untrained
target group had slight differences in all of the sections of the R.A.T.E. tool compared to the
professionals.
The examination of tree 3 between the two groups showed that the professional group
assessed the tree with a median score of 22.0 while the untrained target group’s assessed median
score was 24.83 – both of which placed the tree in the poor health category. The untrained target
group differed in the “stem” and “crown” sections of the tool, but the overall scoring was
relatively good between the groups. Scoring differences appear to be due to over evaluation of
damages from rot, open wounds, and crown shape versus silvicultural (pruning/trimming)
activities. As shown in Table 8, the examination of tree 4 had the professional group assessing the
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tree as in excellent health and the untrained target group rated the tree as good to poor. In
examining the results for the two groups it appears that the untrained target group had the greatest
issues with the “stem” and “crown” section for this particular tree.

“Untrained” Target Group Compared to Professionals
Tree

Statistical Scoring
Median 9.67 –
Professional
Median 16.83 – Untrained
Target
Deviation 5.7 –
Professional
Deviation 11.52 –
Untrained Target

Tree 4
(e.g. of a
poor
Performance
of the RATE 9.67+/- 5.7 – Professional
Range
TOOL)
16.83 +/- 11.52 –
Untrained Range
Comments:

Analysis Elements – Source of variation?
• Professionals score tree in excellent to
good range, and have a narrower deviation
than untrained.
• Untrained target under-estimated tree
health compared to professionals (i.e.
placing the score in the good to poor
range).
• Deviations for the untrained group show
that there was a much wider range than the
professionals.
• The “untrained” group clearly had
difficulty scoring this tree consistently
across individuals participants.
Note: In evaluating the scoring breakdowns,
the untrained group had issues with growth
patterns and how to translate these into the
tool scoring.

Weighted Scoring Breakdown By Component
Root Health
22%
Stem Health
35%
Crown Health
16%
Cultural Site Health
20%

RATE Tree Score Outcomes:
0-10 – Excellent Tree Health
11-16 – Good Health
17-40 – Poor Health
>40 – Dangerous Tree – likely
“dead” tree

Table 8: A poor performance tree by the Untrained Target sub-group compared to the Professional group.

Scoring of tree 5 by the two different groups (see Table 4 on page 39) showed that the
professional group assessed the tree similarly to the untrained target group, such that both placed
the tree within the Excellent to Good health range. In examining the results produced by both
groups it appears that the untrained target group differed the greatest with the “cultural impacts”
section and a slight difference in the “stem” and “crown” sections. The issues with the “cultural
impacts” section appear to be with what is considered a “widow maker” or a dead limb which
was present within the canopy. The slight difference in the “stem” and “crown” section appears to
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be an over critical evaluation of damage observed, but this was still not significant enough to
change the overall outcome in scoring.
The last tree, tree 6, was again a poor performing tree for the scoring of tree’s health by
the two groups. The professional group assessed the tree within the Good Health range (median
score of 14.33) where the untrained target group assessed the tree in the Poor Health range
(median score of 20.0). The scoring ranges were considerably more variable than for most of the
other trees. Examination of the results from both groups shows that the untrained scores were
more different in the “stem” and “crown” sections.
7.2C: Trained Non-target Sub-group:
The trained non-target sub-group was comprised of participants who were college
freshmen not enrolled in natural science majors. Through random selection, this group, like the
target sub-groups, was subdivided and half were trained on the use of the R.A.T.E. tool, and
given a manual to aid in their examination process. The trained, non-target sub-group had 5
participants that completed the examination process.
Statistical analyses were completed to compare the scores between the trained non-target
sub-group and the professional group. Specifically, median, standard deviation, and variance
scores for all trees and all groups were calculated. These are reported in Table 4 on page 39. In
order to better evaluate the performance of each of the subgroups in the use of the RATE Tool the
following section explores the performance of subgroups in a more systematic way. Chart 3
shows the median scores for all six trees in the analysis between the professional group and the
trained target sub-group. As shown, Trees 2and 5 showed the closest similarity of median values
when comparing the professional versus trained non-target group. In both these cases, the
professionals and the trained non-target sub-group scored the trees as in the Excellent to Good
condition, thus suggesting that the RATE Tool works reasonably well for straight forward healthy
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Chart 3: Median tree score comparison between the Trained Non-target sub-group and the Professional group.

specimens within this sub-group. However, Trees 1, 3, 4, and 6 showed greater standard
deviation in performance. With these trees the sub-group differed significantly in the root, stem,
and/or crown health sections of the R.A.T.E. tool. To better explore this point, the table below
(Table 9) shows the calculated median, variance and standard deviation of the professionals
versus the “trained” non-target group for a tree that performed well in the scoring and a tree that
performed poorly in the scoring outcomes.
In comparing the results produced between the two groups for tree 1 it appears that the
trained non-target group differed with the “root” and “stem” sections of the R.A.T.E. tool. The
professional group produced a median score of 10.0, whereas the trained non-target sub-group
produced a 16.0. The variance in these sections seems appears due to how much area and what
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was infected by pathogens (fungus) in the roots and stem along with “open wounds” this subgroup found.
In Table 9, the comparison of scores between both groups shows that the trained nontarget sub-group scores for tree 2 (see Table 4 on page 39) had a lower variance than the other
trees.

“Trained” Non-Target Group Compared to Professionals
Tree

Statistical Scoring
Median 8.0 – Professional
Median 10.4 – Trained
Non-target
Deviation 4.0 –
Professional
Deviation 5.34 – Trained
Non-target

Tree 2
(e.g. of a
Favorable
Performance 8.0+/- 4.0 – Professional
of the RATE Range
10.4 +/- 5.34 – Trained
TOOL)
Range

Comments

Analysis Elements – Source of variation?
Professionals score tree in excellent range,
and had a narrower deviation than trained
non-target.
• Trained non-target under-estimated tree
health compared to professionals, and have
a wider deviation
• Deviations for both groups show that the
majority of scores fall within the Excellent
to Good Tree Health Range
• Both groups performed well in scoring this
tree, although trained group scores the tree
generally more “impacted” than the
professionals.
•

Note: the trained non-target group appears to
have found fungus infecting the tree where the
professionals did not.

Weighted Scoring Breakdown By Component
Root Health
22%
Stem Health
35%
Crown Health
16%
Cultural Site Health
20%

RATE Tree Score Outcomes:
0-10 – Excellent Tree Health
11-16 – Good Health
17-40 – Poor Health
>40 – Dangerous Tree – likely
“dead” tree

Table 9: A favorable performance tree by the Trained Non-target sub-group compared to the Professional group.

The examination of tree 3 between the two groups showed that the professional group
assessed the tree with a median score of 22.0 (poor health category) while the “trained” non49 | P a g e

target group assessed median score was 13.2 (good health category) – which is one of the greater
variance produced between these two groups. The trained non-target group had all around issues
with the tool for this tree. Upon a closer examination of the responses by this group for this tree
they greatly over scored the damages in the “stem” section and a lesser amount in the other
sections compared to the professional group.

“Trained” Non-Target Group Compared to Professionals
Tree

Statistical Scoring
Median 9.67 – Professional
Median 17.0 – Trained Nontarget

Analysis Elements – Source of variation?
•
•

Tree 4
(e.g. of a poor
Performance
of the RATE
TOOL)

Deviation 5.29 –
Professional
Deviation 12.32 – Trained
non-Target
9.67+/- 5.29 – Professional
Range
17.0 +/- 12.32 – Trained
Range
Comments

•
•

Professionals score tree in excellent to good
range, and have a narrower deviation than
trained non-target.
Trained non-target under-estimated tree
health compared to professionals (i.e.
placing the score in the poor range).
Deviations for the trained group shows that
there was a much wider range than the
professionals.
The “trained” group clearly had difficulty
scoring this tree consistently across
individuals

Note: In evaluating the scoring breakdowns, the
trained group had issues with growth patterns,
pruning, and fungus with this tree.

Weighted Scoring Breakdown By Component
Root Health
22%
Stem Health
35%
Crown Health
16%
Cultural Site Health
20%

RATE Tree Score Outcomes:
0-10 – Excellent Tree Health
11-16 – Good Health
17-40 – Poor Health
>40 – Dangerous Tree – likely
“dead” tree

Table 10: A poor performance tree by the Trained Non-target sub-group compared to the Professional group.

As shown in Table 10 above, the examination of tree 4 had the professional group
assessing the tree in excellent health category and the trained non-target group in the Poor health
range. In examining the results for the two groups it appears that the trained non-target group
differed in the “stem” and “crown” section for this particular tree.
Scoring of tree 5 by the two different groups showed that the professional group assessed
the tree in excellent health range, where the trained non-target group was within the good health
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range. In examining the results produced by both groups it appears that some of the trained nontarget group had once again found fungus the professional group had not.
In examining tree 6, it was again a poor performing tree for the scoring of the tree’s
health by the two groups. The professional group assessed the tree within the Good Health range
(median score of 14.33) where the trained non-target group assessed the tree in the Excellent
Health range (median score of 8.0). The scoring ranges were slightly less variable than for tree
3and 4. Examination of the results from both groups, showed that the trained non-target scores
were more different in the “stem” and “crown” sections.
7.2D: Untrained Non-target Sub-group:
The untrained non-target sub-group was comprised of any participant who was at the
level of college freshmen and was not a natural science major. This randomly selected group was
not trained on the use of the R.A.T.E. tool. These participants were left to their own devices and
experiences to determine how to operate the R.A.T.E. method. Likewise they were not given a
manual to aid in their examination process. This group had 5 participants that completed the
examination process. Statistical analyses were completed to compare the scores between each of
the groups. Specifically, median, standard deviation, and variance scores for all trees and all
groups were calculated. These are reported in Table 4 on page 39. In order to better evaluate the
performance of each of the subgroups in the use of the RATE Tool the following section explores
the performance of subgroups in a more systematic way. Chart 4 shows the median scores for all
six trees in the analysis between the professional group and the untrained non-target sub-group.
As shown, Trees 1, 2, 3, and 5 all showed similar median values when comparing the professional
versus trained target group. In these cases, both professionals and the untrained non-target subgroup scored the trees as in the Excellent or Poor (tree 3) health condition, thus suggesting that
the RATE Tool works reasonably well for healthy specimens within this sub-group and one that
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was severely impacted. However, Trees 4 and 6 showed slightly greater standard deviation in
performance. These trees had significant issues in stem and/or crown health sections of the
R.A.T.E. tool.

Chart 4: Median tree score comparison between Untrained Non-target sub-group and Professionals.

In comparing the results produced between the two groups it appears that the “untrained”
non-target group had issues with the “stem”, “crown”, and “cultural impact” sections of the
R.A.T.E. tool. The variance in these sections is due to the examiners differing on how much area
of the stem was infected by pathogens and “widow makers” within the sample tree. The
comparison of scores of tree 2 relative to tree 1 (see Table 4 on page 39) indicates that the trained
target group had less variance within the group.
As seen in table 11 (shown below), the examination of tree 3 between the two groups
showed that the professional group assessed the tree with a median score of 22.0 (poor health
category) while the “untrained” non-target group assessed the median score at 22.8 (poor health
category) – which is only a slight variance produced between these two groups. Upon a closer
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examination the untrained non-target sub-group only slightly over scored the damages in all the
sections.

“Untrained” Non-Target Group Compared to Professionals
Tree

Tree 3
(e.g. of a
Favorable
Performance
of the RATE
TOOL)

Statistical Scoring
Median 22.0 –
Professional
Median 22.8 – Untrained
Non-target
Deviation 5.0 –
Professional
Deviation 4.53 –
Untrained Non-target

Analysis Elements – Source of variation?
Professionals score tree in the poor range
as did the Untrained Non-target.
• The Professionals had a slightly wider
deviation range then the Untrained Nontarget.
• Untrained target slightly under-estimated
tree health compared to professionals
• Both groups performed well in scoring
this tree,
•

22.0+/- 5.0 – Professional
Range
22.8 +/- 4.53 – Untrained
Range
Comments

Note: this is one of the closest scoring of this
tree by any of the other sub-groups to the
professional scoring.
Weighted Scoring Breakdown By Component
RATE Tree Score Outcomes:
Root Health
22%
0-10 – Excellent Tree Health
Stem Health
35%
11-16 – Good Health
Crown Health
16%
17-40 – Poor Health
Cultural Site Health
20%
>40 – Dangerous Tree – likely
“dead” tree
Table 11: A favorable performance tree by the Untrained Non-target sub-group compared to the Professional
group.

The examination of tree 4 had the professional group assessing the tree as in Excellent
health, while the untrained non-target sub-group assessed the tree in the Good to Poor health
range. In examining the results for the two groups it appears that the “untrained” non-target group
differed greatly in the “root” and “stem” sections for this particular tree. This is somewhat
expected due to the unique growth form and the challenge it presented for scoring by the
professional and trained groups. Despite the differences in how this group individually handled
the scoring of the tree it seemed to show that the unique growth form handling was magnified by
the lack of training.
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Scoring of tree 5 by the two different groups showed that the professional group assessed
the tree similarly to the “untrained” non-target group, such that both placed the tree within the
Excellent health range. In examining the results produced by both groups it appears that some of
the untrained non-target sub-group had missed an issue with the “cultural impacts” section. The
issue with the “cultural impacts” section appears to be with what is considered a “widow maker”
or a dead limb which was present within the canopy.
In examining the last tree (table 12 shown below), tree 6, it again was a poor performing
tree for the scoring of the tree’s health by the two groups. The professional group assessed the
tree within the Good Health range (median score of 14.33) where the untrained target group
assessed the tree in the Dangerous range (median score of 66.80). The scoring ranges greatly
varied for this tree. Results from both groups showed the untrained scores were more different in
the “stem” and “crown” sections. The greatest issues the untrained group had was related to the
dead top on the tree where 3 out of 5 of this group viewed the dead top as the tree was dead when
it was still very alive.
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“Untrained” Non-Target Group Compared to Professionals
Tree

Tree 6
(e.g. of a
Favorable
Performance
of the RATE
TOOL)

Statistical Scoring
Median 14.33 –
Professional
Median 66.8 – Untrained
Non-target
Deviation 4.74 –
Professional
Deviation 74.51 –
Untrained Non-target
14.33+/- 4.74 –
Professional Range
66.8 +/- 74.51 –
Untrained Range
Comments

Analysis Elements – Source of variation?
Professionals score tree in the good range,
and have a narrower deviation than
untrained non-target.
• Untrained non-target under-estimated tree
health compared to professionals, and have
the widest deviation for this tree compared
to all other sub-groups
• Scores for the Untrained Non-target group
place this tree in the Dangerous Health
Range, where the Profs are in the good
range.
•

Note: The greatest variance in this tree by the
untrained non-target was due to 3/5ths of the
sub-group calling the tree dead (when it was
alive).
Weighted Scoring Breakdown By Component
RATE Tree Score Outcomes:
Root Health
22%
0-10 – Excellent Tree Health
Stem Health
35%
11-16 – Good Health
Crown Health
16%
17-40 – Poor Health
Cultural Site Health
20%
>40 – Dangerous Tree – likely
“dead” tree
Table 12: A poor performance tree by the Untrained Non-target sub-group compared to the Professional group

7.3: Professional vs. Non-professional Comparison
Comparing the statistical difference between the sub-groups and the professional group,
through the use of overall averaged tree score delivers a chance to investigate the overall success
of the sub-group in utilizing the R.A.T.E. tool. By conducting this comparison an analysis of the
results may be produced.
The investigation of the average median tree scores between the groups/sub-groups
reveals that the trained target sub-group produced an average tree score of 8.71 while the average
tree score that the professional group produced was 11.94 (Chart 5). Comparing the average tree
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Chart 5: Comparison of Average median tree scores by sub-user group.

scores, the trained target sub-group rated the overall trees healthier than the professional group
did for this study. This appears to be a result of the sub-group recording less damages in the
sample trees overall. The average median tree score produced by the trained non-target sub-group
produced 12.93 versus the 11.94 produced by the professional group. Comparing the average tree
scores between these two groups indicates that overall the trained non-target sub-group found the
trees more impacted than the professionals (see Chart 5). While producing an average tree score
that was closest to the professional ratings of the trees, this does not diminish the importance of
the great deviation that this sub-group produced across the individual sample trees. The untrained
target sub-group produced an average tree score of 14.91, whereas the professional group
produced a score of 11.94. Comparing the difference between the two groups reveals that the
untrained target sub-group produced an average tree score that was less healthy than both the
professional group and the trained non-target sub-group (see Chart 5). Comparing the deviation of
the untrained target sub-group with that of the professional group indicates that this group was
consistently rating the trees as more impacted than the professional group, the trained target, and
the trained non-target sub-groups. The difference between the untrained non-target sub-group and
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the professional group, had the untrained non-target sub-group producing an average tree score of
20.87 compared to the professionals’ 11.94 average tree score. In comparing the results of the
average tree score for this group it reveals that this group found the overall health of the tree less
healthy than the professional group and the rest of the sub-groups (see Chart 5). The untrained
non-target sub-group had greater issues in accomplishing the task of delivering a tree health
rating similar to a professional standard and individually had the highest deviations across the
sample.
7.4: Quality Assessment/Control Analysis:
The procedures for assessing the quality assurances and control for this research utilized
a method of having the non-professional sub-groups re-evaluate tree 1 and tree 3. Tree 1 reevaluation was called quality assurance 1 and tree 3 was called quality assurance 2. A statistical
analysis of the responses between the first evaluation and the reevaluation was completed and
produced the following results.
The re-examination of tree 1, now quality assurance 1, by the trained target group had the
originally assessed tree 1 with a median score 9.5 and upon reassessment produced a median
score of 7.25 for the tree.
The statistical difference
between these two
assessments produced a
variance of 17.67 and a
standard deviation of 4.20
(Chart 6). In examining the

Chart 6: Comparison of original assessment (blue) to quality control assessment
(red) broken down by each sub-group for Quality assessment tree 1.
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statistical results for each

section it appears that the “cultural impact” section was where the reductions in evaluation
amounts occurred. Upon a closer comparison of the responses for each section compared to the
professionals this still differed in that the professionals scored more damage in the “root” and
“stem” section and less in the “crown” and “cultural impact” section than the trained target subgroup did on the quality assurance evaluation. While an improvement was seen in the “cultural
impact” section the other sections still was outside of the error range. The reexamination of tree 1
by the untrained target group had them assessing the tree with a median score of 11.83, where
previously they assessed the tree with an assessed median score of 8.8 for the tree. The statistical
analysis of the difference between the two assessments produced a variance of 36.60 and a
standard deviation of 6.05. In comparing the assessed statistical evaluation it appears that the
untrained target sub-group assessed scores improved to match the median score the professionals
produced, while the reevaluation median score does not reflect this due to an outlier that pushed
the median score higher. The reevaluation of tree 1 by the trained non-target sub-group produced
an assessed median score of 13.83, where the original evaluation assessed median score was 16.0
for this tree. The statistical difference between the two evaluations produced a variance of 90.33
and a standard deviation of 9.5 for this tree. While this was an improvement in getting closer to
the professional evaluation, this group still appears to have had issues with the “root” and “stem”
sections of the R.A.T.E. tool. The reevaluation of tree 1 by the untrained non-target sub-group
had the sub-group assessing the tree with a median score of 6.20, where they originally assessed
the tree with a median score of a 7.20. The statistical difference between the two evaluations
produced a variance of 34.75 and a standard deviation of 5.89 for this tree. In examining the
statistical responses between the two evaluations it shows that in all sections of the R.A.T.E. tool
a reduction in assessed damage had occurred.
The quality assurance tree 2 was a reassessment of tree 3. In the reevaluation of tree 3 the
trained target sub-group assessed the tree with a median score of 13.33, where they originally
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assessed the tree with a median score of 13.0. The statistical difference between the two
evaluations produced a variance of 130.0 and a standard deviation of 11.40 (Chart 7). In

Chart 7: Comparison of original assessment (blue) to the quality control assessment (red) broken down by subgroup for Quality assessment tree 2.

examining the statistical results for each section between the two evaluations and the professional
evaluation it appears that the trained target sub-group had issues with under evaluating the
amount of damage in the “root” and “stem” sections of the tree. The reevaluation of tree 3 by the
untrained target sub-group produced an assessed median score of 26.67, where they originally
assessed the tree with a median score of 24.83. The statistical difference between the two
evaluations produced a variance of 124.4 and a standard deviation of 11.15 for this tree. Upon
closer examination of the two evaluations compared to the professional’s evaluation the untrained
target sub-group improved in the evaluation of the “crown” section of the R.A.T.E. tool.
Although overall the assessments were still an over evaluation of damage compared to the
professional’s assessment of the tree for damage. The evaluation of quality assurance tree 2 by
the trained non-target sub-group produced an assessed median score of 18.0, where originally
they assessed tree 3 with an assessed median score of 13.2. A statistical analysis of the two
assessments produced a variance of 16.0 and a standard deviation of 4.0, by the only participant
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to complete the reassessment. The statistical results for quality assurance 2 for the trained nontarget sub-group is very questionable due to not enough responses for an accurate assessment.
The reevaluation of tree 3, now quality assurance 2, by the untrained non-target sub-group
produced a second evaluation assessed median score of 20.8, where the original assessed median
score for tree 3 was 22.8. The statistical difference between the two evaluations produced a
variance of 15.5 and a standard deviation 3.94. In examining the statistical results for each section
on the reexamination the untrained non-target sub-group reduced the amount of damage observed
in the “stem” section. This was contrary to what the professionals found on examining the tree.

8.0: Discussion of Results:
The results of this research have revealed several outcomes which are inherently related
to the method utilized in this research. The results delve into the suggested use of the R.A.T.E.
method and possible meaning behind the statistical findings. While an aspect of social politics
also became an integral part of the results of testing the new R.A.T.E. method and how this
equated in the statistical results. All of these points play a role in whether or not this new method
for evaluating urban tree health was successful.
8.1: R.A.T.E. Method:
The R.A.T.E. method was designed as a way for non-professional users to evaluate
general health conditions of urban trees. In order to develop a tree health evaluation tool, complex
scoring systems needed to be simplified so they could be used by a general user. The challenge
was to produce a methodology that would be simple enough to be used by selected user groups,
but produce an effective system for accurately identifying healthy versus impaired and risky trees.
Complex tree analyses, such as the iTree analysis required identification of the type and location
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of tree fungus. Although this information is important to an advanced arborist, specific details are
not as critical as the presence or absence of fungi for a general tree health assessment. So the
impact of this study is that complex variables were distilled and condensed so the context and
importance of each were retained, but in a much more user-friendly manner. This presents some
larger gray area left up to the user for interpretation. Most of the issues with allowing so much
interpretation by users can be that terminology comes into question. By defining the terminology
the new method utilizes, one can limit the amount of error associated with interpretation.
Through the beginning phases of the trials for the R.A.T.E. method it became glaringly
apparent that simple biological/ forestry terminologies incorporated into the tool were not
universally understood by untrained target and non-target participants. Examples of these would
include the use of terms such as: stem, crown, “widow maker”, and drip line. Through the
training of new users these were the subject of many questions asked by users. This pointed to the
need for training along with a supplemental manual which defines some of the terms used in the
R.A.T.E. tool might be necessary. Clarifying and simplifying the tool through development of a
manual might clearly help reduce error in scoring by each user group.
To aid the training with the R.A.T.E. tool, the author selected sample trees that started
with easy, good health trees of two different species, and then progressed to an unhealthy
specimen, then a unique growth form tree. The author felt that the user should have some
experience in dealing with the R.A.T.E. tool, and randomly selected two additional trees that
could possibly represent the average street tree (one healthy and one sickly example). For this
reasoning, the first two sample trees were healthy examples of deciduous and conifer trees. This
allowed the user to establish a baseline of what the new method was asking in and of the user in
each section. The third sample tree was a deciduous tree which had numerous health issues and
was intended to incite greater learning by the user to interpret the information of their
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observations to the new method. To further strengthen the user’s observation skills, a tree with a
unique growth form was selected as sample tree number four. It was believed that the user should
now possess the basic ability to utilize the R.A.T.E. tool effectively so sample tree number five
was an example of a healthy open grown Northern Red Oak. The next tree was a sickly Colorado
Blue Spruce with a dead top. This last sample tree was designated to see if the new user had the
ability to utilize the tool and observational abilities effectively. In order to determine if learning
had occurred over the course of examining the sample trees two of the original sample trees were
reassessed to see if rating tree scores changed. The two selected trees were sample tree number
one and sample tree number three.
8.2: Statistical results:
8.2A: Sub-group Comparisons:
Through the comparisons of the statistical results between the different sub-groups to the
professional group several assumptions could be constructed. These ranged from possible issues
participants had with the R.A.T.E. tool that lead to differences seen in the results to social biases
entering into the mix of results.
Investigating the statistical differences for tree 1 the trained target sub-group produced a
median score most similar to the professional (Figure 6). The untrained target group produced the
second best assessment scores and the least amount of standard deviation. The non-target subgroups produced median tree scores farthest from the professional evaluation and the largest
standard deviation within the sub-groups. It can be assumed that the target group produced
statistical results closest to the professional group due to possible previous background in plant
health or natural resources assessment tools that the non-target group has yet to experience. It also
can be assumed that the addition of training allowed the trained sub-groups to have a better
understanding of the terminology utilized in the R.A.T.E. method, which allowed them to
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Figure 6: Comparison of statistical results between sub-groups and the professional group for tree 1 through 3.

produced slightly better assessments than the untrained sub-groups. In comparing the statistical
results between the groups for tree 2 the untrained sub-groups produced assessments closet to the
professional group. It is assumed that this is due to these untrained sub-groups not trying to over
analyze the tree as the trained sub-groups might have done in trying to figure out how to handle
the tree’s variables. The assessments for tree 3 varied between the trained sub-groups versus the
untrained sub-groups. The statistical analysis shows that the trained sub-groups found the tree
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healthier than the untrained sub-groups. While comparing the sub-groups to the professional
group the untrained sub-groups had better median scores that were most similar to the
professional assessment. In looking at the responses of the different sub-groups, compared to the
professional group, it became apparent that almost all of the sub-groups missed a great deal of the
fungus in the roots and stem sections. This disrupted the actual median scores and if the trained
sub-groups would have accounted for the actual amount of fungus its median score would have
been very similar to the professional group’s assessment. For this reason it is believed that more
training on how to properly assess the amount of infected area would have greatly aided the user
of the R.A.T.E. tool. It also can be assumed that if the user was given a more intense training in
plant pathology it might allow for a greater understanding of the cause of damage and the
possible extent of infection within the tree.
The comparison of the sub-groups median scores for tree 4 produced the result that the
trained target sub-group most represented the professional evaluation (Figure 7). In comparing
the results of the statistical analysis the trained non-target, untrained target, and untrained nontarget sub-groups appeared to have issues with the unique growth form of this sample tree. It is
therefore assumed that by adding more training in unique growth tree forms, it will only
strengthen the use of the tool in the future. The comparison of the sub-groups for tree 5 illustrates
that all of the sub-groups but the trained non-target sub-group produced median scores that were
similar to that of the professionals. The difference between the trained target sub-group and the
untrained target and untrained non-target sub-groups was the trained sub-group understood what
qualified as a “widow maker” where the untrained sub-groups did not have the advantage of the
definition. It appears that the addition of training defines the terminology that the R.A.T.E. tool
utilizes. The comparison between the sub-groups for tree 6 produces results which indicated the
trained target sub-group has an understanding of the R.A.T.E. tool and how to produce results
similar to professionals. This is possibly due to the experiences the users of this group brought in
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Figure 7: Comparison of statistical result between sub-groups and the professional group for
trees 4 through 6.

with them to the trials along with the added benefit of training that allowed them to produce the
median score that they did. The trained non-target and untrained target sub-groups responses
appear to indicate that with the addition of training, or a more advance training, they would
possibly be able to produce results that similarly represented the professional assessment. In
viewing the responses of the untrained non-target sub-group it became apparent that this subgroup had confusion on the difference in terminology of a dead tree versus a dead top live tree. It
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is believed that with the addition of training for this sub-group, along with a manual, they would
have understood the difference and been able to correctly assess the tree.

8.2B: Professional vs. Non-Professional Comparison Discussion:
In examining the overall results of the non-professional average tree scores compared to
the professional average median (Chart 8) it appears that training and life experiences are key
components to aid the user in producing a tree score rating similar to a professional rating. The

Chart 8: Comparison of the total average median tree scores by sub-groups.

statistical comparison of the average tree scores indicate that training was the greatest key
component in producing a health ranking similar to the professional. This may be due in part to
the training showing the user how to handle the amount of damage and other aspects that the
R.A.T.E. method asks the user to complete for the evaluation. In comparison the life experiences
aspect allows the user to possibly bring in previous knowledge that aided the user in completing
the evaluation of the trees. While it does seem important for the user to possess a little greater
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wealth of life experiences in order to operate the R.A.T.E. method effectively, training is a
component that is needed for producing a tree score similar to a professional’s.
8.2C: Quality Assessment/Control Discussion:
A quality assessment/ control measure was utilized in this research to determine if
through repetition learning had occurred. By determining if learning had occurred over the course
of use of the R.A.T.E. tool, it is possible to evaluate if a lengthy training process or
apprenticeship period is needed to allow for reliable evaluation of tree health by non-professional
evaluators. The procedures for assessing the quality assurances and control for this research
utilized a method of having the non-professional sub-groups re-evaluate tree 1 and tree 3. Tree 1
re-evaluation was called quality assurance 1 and tree 3 was called quality assurance 2. A
statistical analysis of the responses between the first evaluation and the re-evaluation was
completed and produced the following results (Chart 9).
The reexamination of tree 1,
now quality assurance 1,
by the trained target
group had the originally
assessed tree 1 with a
median score 9.5 and
upon reassessment
Chart 9: Comparison of original assessment (blue) to quality control assessment
(red) broken down by each sub-group for quality assessment of tree 1.

produced a median
score of 7.25 for the

tree. In examining the statistical results for each section it appears that the “cultural impact”
section was where the reductions in evaluation amounts occurred. Upon a closer comparison of
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the responses for each section compared to the professionals this still differed in that the
professionals scored more damage in the “root” and “stem” section and less in the “crown” and
“cultural impact” section than the trained target sub-group did on the quality assurance
evaluation. While an improvement was seen in the “cultural impact” section the other sections
still was outside of the error range. It appears that some learning did occur over the course of
utilizing the R.A.T.E. tool, but it also appears to suggest that more training time is needed to
complete an evaluation similar to that of a professional. The reexamination of tree 1 by the
untrained target group had them assessing the tree with a median score of 11.83, where
previously they assessed the tree with an assessed median score of 8.8 for the tree. In comparing
the assessed statistical evaluation it appears that the untrained target sub-group assessed scores
improved to match the median score the professionals produced, while the re-evaluation median
score does not reflect this due to an outlier that pushed the median score higher. It appears that
learning had occurred over the trial period with the untrained sub-group and the addition of
training would only possibly tighten the range of scores around the professional median. The
reevaluation of tree 1 by the trained non-target sub-group produced an assessed median score of
13.83, where the original evaluation assessed median score was 16.0 for this tree. While this was
an improvement in getting closer to the professional evaluation, this group still appears to have
had issues with the “root” and “stem” sections of the R.A.T.E. tool.
Based off of the results, it appears that a longer term apprenticeship is needed before this
sub-group could produce an evaluation of tree health similar to a professional’s. The reevaluation of tree 1 by the untrained non-target sub-group had the sub-group assessing the tree
with a median score of 6.20, where they originally assessed the tree with a median score of a
7.20. In examining the statistical responses between the two evaluations it shows that in all
sections of the R.A.T.E. tool a reduction in assessed damage had occurred. While the responses
were still an under evaluation of damage observed by the professional it appears that some
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learning had occurred. It appears that the addition of training would have greatly benefitted this
group and possibly have caused them to produce the closest evaluation to a professional. The
quality assurance tree 2 was a reassessment of tree 3 (Chart 10).

Chart 10: Comparison of original assessment (blue) to the quality control assessment (red) broken down by subgroup for quality control analysis of tree 2.

In the reevaluation of tree 3 the trained target sub-group assessed the tree with a median
score of 13.33, where they originally assessed the tree with a median score of 13.0. In examining
the statistical results for each section between the two evaluations and the professional evaluation
it appears that the trained target sub-group had issues with under evaluating the amount of
damage in the “root” and “stem” sections of the tree. It is believed that if more training was
provided in plant pathogens and insect damages it possibly would help improve the assessments
to a score closer to that of a professional’s. The re-evaluation of tree 3 by the untrained target
sub-group produced an assessed median score of 26.67, where they originally assessed the tree
with a median score of 24.83. Upon closer examination of the two evaluations compared to the
professional’s evaluation the untrained target sub-group improved in the evaluation of the
“crown” section of the R.A.T.E. tool. Although overall the assessments were still an over
evaluation of damage compared to the professional’s assessment of the tree for damage. The
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evaluation of quality assurance tree 2 by the trained non-target sub-group produced an assessed
median score of 18.0, where originally they assessed tree 3 with an assessed median score of
13.2, by the only participant to complete the reassessment. The statistical results for quality
assurance 2 for the trained non-target sub-group is very questionable due to not enough responses
for an accurate assessment. The reevaluation of tree 3, now quality assurance 2, by the untrained
non-target sub-group produced a second evaluation assessed median score of 20.8, where the
original assessed median score for tree 3 was 22.8. In examining the statistical results for each
section on the reexamination the untrained non-target sub-group reduced the amount of damage
observed in the “stem” section. This was contrary to what the professionals found on examining
the tree.
The quality assurance trees appeared to indicate that during the small sample trial of the
new R.A.T.E. method some learning had occurred. Unfortunately it appears from distribution of
the reassessments around the professional scores that the learning which had possibly occurred
was not enough. This led to the belief that an apprenticeship period is possibly required to have a
non-professional evaluate a tree’s health similar to that of a professional.
8.3: Results Findings:
The statistical results for the trial examination of the R.A.T.E. method showed that in
order for the tool to accurately represent a professional evaluation, the user needed to be trained
and have a wealth of life experiences (Chart 11). Training played a greater role in achieving
lower error than life experiences alone, but a combination of background and disciplinary
interests equated to the greatest success with the R.A.T.E. tool. This was seen in the trained target
sub-group versus the trained non-target group’s score and standard deviation ranges over the
course of the trials (see Chart 8). The trained non-target group had a more limited set of life
experiences to draw upon and their standard deviations tended to be larger than those presented
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Chart 11: Deviation of sub-group tree score from the professional tree score.

by the trained target sub-group. The role of life experience also appeared evident between the
untrained sub-groups in that the target sub-group participants with more years of experiences
were able to produce better scores and less error than the lesser years of experience participants in
the non-target sub-group. Interestingly if not for the terminology issues that hampered the
untrained non-target sub-group they would have produced highly accurate tree evaluations and
standard deviations. This is most likely a sign of the participants in this sub-group possessing an
in-depth knowledge background in natural resources, while not being actual natural resources
majors which would have eliminated them from being part of this group. It does raise some
question as to a level of starting education entering into the findings. Further studies in the
starting educational levels might point to a better understanding of these findings.
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8.4: Social Beliefs:
As testing of the R.A.T.E. tool was being conducted by the professional groups it became
apparent that personal belief systems played a part in assessments made by each professional.
Depending on the professional’s viewpoint (i.e. conservationist, preservationist, or consumptive),
the tool allowed for personal biases to impact the scoring system. This was most evident in the
preservationist versus conservationist view of natural resources. The author of this research had
designed the R.A.T.E. tool on a conservationist view point as this is the most common social
view point in dealing with hazardous trees to prevent them from causing damage or bodily harm.
The tool was not designed to have a preservationist view and this was evident in the
recommended action tree scores that were produced as part of the tool. So the question remains,
what amount and aspect did the participants’ social beliefs play upon this research and what
implications did it possibly have upon the research. It should have little impact due to the nonprofessional’s limited knowledge base and should indicate they were just trying to utilize the
concepts of the tool, although previously learned knowledge that the user brought into the
examination process with them could still have a slight social impact on the scoring system.
The preservationist view point is defined by Webster’s dictionary as someone who
advocates preservation of historical, biological, or natural resources. This social belief system
tends to avoid the cutting of trees for any reason and promotes maintaining a natural wilderness
state in dealing with natural resources. For this reason, most individuals that follow this belief
tend to view natural resources in a more limited and precious sense. From their view point a tree
is a natural living thing and in its natural state it has associated hazards that are part of its
existence. For this reason a person with this mindset would tend to down grade an issue or say
that a tree is healthier than it would actually possibly be. An example of this was the
professional’s evaluation of tree 3 where the preservationist evaluated the tree with a score of 17
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and the two conservationists scored the tree with a 22 and a 27. A similar example was seen with
tree 6 were the preservationist evaluated the tree with a score of 9 and the conservationists scored
the tree with a 16 and an 18. Since the R.A.T.E tool was designed from a more conservationist
view point, a preservationist ideal would lower the tree score by viewing damage as a part of the
natural state of a growing tree, as opposed to a potential issue. This was made evident with the
variance in how the professionals rated the trees in health by their scores. One of the professional
participants had a stronger allegiance towards the preservationist view, which was evident while
talking to this participant, and this participant’s scores were lower on average than the scores of
both of the other professionals.
The conservationist view point is defined by Webster’s dictionary as someone who
advocates conservation of natural resources. This social belief system tends to view natural
resources as something that can be utilized as long as the system is self-sustaining or utilization
limits depletion. This is the most common strategy used in the natural resources profession or
field that promotes the cutting of trees, mining, hydrology, agriculture, and/or land use
development. While this view point is a compromise between the preservationist view and the
consumptive view, it can still have lasting devastation when its methods lean closer to the
consumptive view point causing unsustainable utilization of resources which the land cannot or
could not reproduce in a human lifetime. The variance in this view point was taken into account
for the action scores of the R.A.T.E. tool and an average range was produced for ranking a tree’s
health condition. The more extreme end of this view point leaning towards the consumptive view
will show up in the upper range in the standard deviation of a tree score, and vice versa for a
follower that leans closer to the preservationist view point. This belief system tends to look at
hazards produced by tree health as a means for removal to protect human safety and that a tree
can be replaced with a new one to maintain a consistency in greenery. The fact that there were 2
out of 3 conservationists in the professional group reduced the amount of displacement of average
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tree scores caused by the preservationist biased views. This belief system may account for the
reasoning behind the found median and those responses in the upper standard deviation range of
the professionals, while it also may be in part how the participants view and deal with the
concepts and terminology behind the R.A.T.E. tool.

9.0: Conclusions:
Our urban forests provide communities with a wide variety of benefits. Unfortunately our
urban trees are at a greater risk of being more of a disruption to our lives and livelihood than a
benefit, due to disease, fungus, insects, and human contact. These hindrances have seen the
reduction of our urban greenery within the community. Programs like Tree Vitalize encourage
community leaders to start street tree commissions to plant and maintain urban trees. It does not,
however, set standards for evaluating tree health in our communities, resulting in this being left
up to the discretion of our elected officials. Many community leaders can turn to the i-Tree
program for inventorying and evaluating the trees within their community, but it can be overly
complex and require trained users. With volunteer participation being needed in order for a good
street tree commission to be effective, community leaders need a simplified tool for evaluating
the health of their urban forests.
The primary objective of this research was to create a simplified tool for a nonprofessional to utilize to evaluate urban street tree health. In order to accomplish this task, the
ideals from the i-Tree program, USDA Forest Service forest inventory and analysis and forest
health monitoring programs, and the Tree Vitalize program were condensed form a in-depth
detailed subject matter down into its basic general subject level. This provided the fundamentals
to view the areas and general causation of a decline in health of a tree. The general causations
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were associated to an area or location of possible infection and then had a value associated with
it. The combination of the general causation under locations on the tree and associated values
produced the Rapid Assessment of Threat Examination (R.A.T.E.) tool.
The second objective of this research was to test the new R.A.T.E. tool on various
subgroups to determine its effectiveness. The R.A.T.E. tool was tested by three main groups
made up of professionals, non-target freshmen college students, and a target user group made up
of participants that do not fall within the other groups. The target and non-target groups were then
sub-divided into trained and untrained sub-groups under these main groups. These different
groups and sub-groups were then given the R.A.T.E. tool and asked to complete a set of test
subject trees to determine how affective the tool is within various segments of the population.
The statistical results for the second objective of this research produces for tree 1 that the
trained target and un-trained target sub-groups produced a tree score that most represented the
professionals’ evaluation for the tree and shows that life experiences benefited the initial user of
the tool. Tree 2 statistical results indicated that the trained target and untrained non-target subgroups had scores that represented that of the professionals and lead to a belief that life
experiences were being utilized by the participants to run the tool. The statistical results for tree 3
produced similar results to tree 2 with the trained target and untrained non-target sub-groups most
representing the tree score that the professionals produced. The main difference in tree 3 is that
the untrained target and trained non-target sub-groups had similar scores which showed that there
was some consistency regarding understanding the concepts of the tool starting to form. Since
this was a complex tree with many issues it is believed the concepts were not fully applied yet for
the untrained target and trained non-target sub-groups to produce scores that represented the
professionals. The results for tree 4, which had a tricky growth form that challenged the users
understanding of how trees grow, showed that the trained non-target sub-group produced a tree
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score that most represented that of the professionals, while the other three sub-groups had scores
which were similar to each other and higher than the professionals. This appears to indicate that
the learned process for the R.A.T.E. tool takes a little time to grasp, and a need for a more
advanced training for the participant is required to fully understand the concepts of the tool. Tree
5’s statistical results showed that the participants had gained an understanding of the concepts and
terminology that the R.A.T.E. tool utilizes and had the non-target group producing scores that
most represented the professionals. While the target group also produced scores that were close
they appeared to be looking for something wrong with an otherwise healthy tree. Tree 6 had
statistical results that showed that the target group and trained non-target sub-group could
produce a tree score that represented a professional. The untrained non-target sub-group seems to
be skewed due to the fact that they appeared to have a terminology issue with the difference
between a dead top tree that is still alive and a dead tree. This caused the untrained non-target
sub-group to fall as an outlier in the findings, and would have possibly benefited from training.
Quality assurance tree 1, a repeat of tree 1, produced statistical results that showed that
the trained sub-groups had a better understanding of concepts which was aided by the training.
The untrained target sub-group showed that with the addition of the experience of running the
tool they could improve their responses. The untrained non-target sub-group still showed that
they required more training and experience in the tool to produce a valid represented tree health
score. Quality assurance tree 2, a repeat of tree 3, produced results that showed that all of the
groups had a better understanding of the concepts and that it would behoove the user to have the
benefit of training. The trained non-target sub-group is an anomaly to this as more responses are
needed since most participants did not reevaluate this tree but instead, due to some possible
confusion, completed the tool using another subject not associated with this research.
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In examining the statistical results of the field tests for the R.A.T.E. tool it appears that
the tool is successful in determining the health of urban street trees. The statistical results
revealed that user with a background or interest in gardening or greenery aspects along with the
addition of training with the use of the R.A.T.E. tool produces evaluations which are reliable. It
became apparent through the statistical results that training was a required item in order to have
the results represent a level similar to a professional evaluation. It therefore appears that with the
addition of more advanced training than what was supplied to the trained users the cap between
the non-professional and professional scores would tighten. The R.A.T.E. tool at the current level
of training produces a general idea of what the urban forest stands at in terms of health. It will
supply communities with a cheap alterative to keep track of the health of their urban forests. This
meets one of the side goals of this research in that it provides a cheap alterative to community
leaders to keep track of the health of urban trees.
It is envisioned that future research of the R.A.T.E. tool would look into, how the
statistical results would change with the amount of additional advanced training, what role social
beliefs have upon the produced tree scores, and if a lengthy apprenticeship aids in giving a
statistical result similar to a professional evaluation from non-professional. The advanced
additional training envisioned would incorporate visually the types of plant pathogens and insect
damage signs along with delving into the growth forms of tree and forestry terminology to better
prepare the user for any possible found aspect dealing with urban tree health. Along with
examining the statistical results of advanced training it would be beneficial to allow for an
apprenticeship timeframe for a new user to see if allowing for a longer time of use allows the user
to narrow the gap between non-professional evaluations and professional evaluators. By
examining the statistical results of these two aspects it would better determine if one or the other
has a better impact on improving the evaluation to meet a professionals. One of the lasting
questions left in this research is what role social beliefs had on the tree scores. Therefore it would
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be beneficial to look into what impact they have on the score by examining personal views of
users and statistically linking the result to tree scores. By examining the roles of social beliefs the
suggested action scores utilized in the tool could be adjusted to overlapping ranges that better
represent an action suggestion. The additional testing of various aspects upon the R.A.T.E. tool
will only improve upon the uses of the tool for the future.

9.1: Future Research:
While many aspects of the human experiences play a part in how individuals view and
interpret an observed value. Humans may overlook one object if they are focused upon trying to
find a different object, trying to learn what it looks like, or discovering a new concept. The human
psyche will overlook or down grade certain observed aspects and write them off as a normal
occurrence of nature if the concept is foreign to them. For these reasons, in order for the R.A.T.E.
tool to be an effective method for determining tree health, a basis in a more advanced education,
that delves to a greater extent the terminology and damages utilized in the R.A.T.E. tool would
greatly improve the possible outcomes of evaluating the new tool. Therefore, future research in
the use of this tool will help to determine whether a more advanced education on the tool and its
concepts will help to limit the distribution of replies produced by various public segments. This
could be trialed in an extensive training program that points out damages to a new user along with
a more extensive manual on the tools terminology or looking at the results produced by a long
term apprenticeship. It would also be helpful in future research to appertain social beliefs to
determine if this aspect plays a role in the produced tree scores. By segregating out the testing
population into social belief groups and providing at least 10 to 15 training trees with various
health related issues in future research, it will better improve the statistical findings that the
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R.A.T.E. method does work in determining tree health while providing an inexpensive alternative
to community leaders.
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12.0: Appendix A
(i-Tree damage list for insect and disease damages to street trees, which was utilized to produce
the general level damages for the R.A.T.E. tool)
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Location
affected

i-Tree Field name

i-Tree Category

Reduced Classification

PestBBAbnGrowth

None

null

Loose bark only

wound

stem

Rhizomorphs present

fungus

roots

Mycelial fans or pads present

fungus

roots

Insect boring or galleries causing loose bark

insect damage

whole tree

Other

notes

None

null

Decay

rot/decay

whole tree

Conks

conks

stem

Fleshy mushrooms

fungus/mushrooms

roots

Cankers

wounds

Bleeding/slime flux

fungus

stem
roots &
lower stem

Resinosis/gummosis

sap

whole tree

Woody galls or burls

wounds

whole tree

Other

notes

None

null

Caterpillars

insect

whole tree

Beetles

insect

whole tree

Aphids

insect

whole tree

Scale

insect

whole tree

Carpenter ants

insect

whole tree

Other insects

insect

None

null

Frass only

insect

whole tree

Sawdust

insect

whole tree

Pitch/resin exudation

insect

whole tree

D-shaped exit holes

insect

whole tree

Pencil round or oval exit holes (>=2mm)

insect

whole tree

Shot holes (<2mm)

insect

whole tree

Other holes

insect

None

null

Branches

crown

Bole and/or root collar

stem

Both

both

None

null

Foliage/twigs distorted (including galls)

notes

Witches’ brooms present

excessive branching

PestBBDiseaseSigns

PestBBInsectPres

PestBBInsectSigns

PestBBProbLoc

PestFTAbnFoli
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crown

PestFTChewFoli

PestFTDiscFoli

PestFTFoliAffect

PestFTInsectSigns
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Other

notes

None

null

Defoliation, >10% of foliage but not pervasive

leaf loss

crown

Defoliation, pervasive throughout the crown

leaf loss

crown

Leaf mining, >10% but not pervasive

insect

crown

Leaf mining, pervasive throughout the crown

insect

crown

Chewing of the mid-rib only (any level)

insect

crown

None

null

Mottling, spots, or blotches (any color)

Leaf discoloration

crown

Marginal scorching (browning) of leaves

Leaf discoloration

crown

Interveinal scorching (browning) of leaves

Leaf discoloration

crown

White coating

Leaf discoloration

crown

Black coating often sticky

Leaf discoloration

crown

Complete browning/bronzing of leaves or needles

Leaf discoloration

crown

Complete yellowing of leaves or needles

Leaf discoloration

crown

Stippling

Leaf discoloration

crown

Yellow/orange pustules

fungus

crown

Other

notes

None

null

>10%; <30%

no change

>30% but not the whole crown

no change

Whole crown affected

no change

None

null

Caterpillars/sawflies feeding throughout the crown

insect

Crown

Beetles feeding throughout the crown

insect

Crown

Aphids/white cotton pervasive throughout the crown

insect

Crown

Bags pervasive throughout the crown

insect

Crown

Scales pervasive throughout the crown

insect

Crown

Tents/webbing on more than one branch

insect

Crown

Other

note

PestTSDieback

PestTSEnvStress

PestTSEpiSprout

PestTSHumStress

PestTSWiltFoli

None
Twig dieback upper/outer crown (>10%), but not
pervasive

null
dieback

crown

Pervasive twig dieback throughout the crown

dieback

crown

None

null

Frost cracks

wounds

stem

Lightning strike

wounds

Hail injury

wounds

Sunscald

wounds

whole tree
stem and
crown
stem and
crown

Broken branches

broken braches

crown

Flooding

water

roots

Drought/poor soil

soil

roots

Other

note

No

epicormic branches

stem

Yes

epicormic branches

stem

None

null

Topping/Poor pruning

topping

crown

Poor or restricted planting/mulching

soil

roots

Wounding of woody tissues

wound

whole tree

Salt/Chemicals

chemical

whole tree

Other

note

None

null

Wilt, whole crown

wilt

crown

Wilt, partial crown

wilt

crown

Table 5: The Reduction of i-Tree pest categories down to simple classification and affected
location (i-Tree, 2012)
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13.0: Appendix B
(The script version of the R.A.T.E. tool which was the first iteration of the tool.)
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Rapid Assessment of Threat Examination (R.A.T.E.) Tool

Name :_____________________

State :__________________

Date : _____________

Town
:___________________

County :_________________

Weather:______________

Time of Day:_____________

Wind:________________

R.I.V.A.T. Trained :

Yes

GPS Coordinates: North:________________

Tree
Species :

No

West:________________

Circumference
(inches):___________

Approximate Height of Tree:___________________

Current condition of tree?

The current state of the leaves?

Alive

Present (do
crown 3A
section)

Dead

Absent (do
crown 3B section)

Section 1: Roots Health

1.1: Has there been or currently is there active digging in the area out
to the edge of the crown?

1.1a: If yes, what percentage of
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Yes

No

area has been affected?

1.2: Is there a tree grate in the sidewalk?

110% 11 - 25%

2635%

36 - 50% > 50%

Yes

No

Yes

No

1.3: Have the roots heaved the sidewalk?

Yes

No

1.4: Are Mushrooms or Fungi present around the base of
tree?

Yes

No

1.5: Had this tree once been a multiple stem tree, which was
cut or broken off?

Yes

No

1.2a: If yes, is the stem hole filled?

1.6: How much biomass is on the ground?

Large > Mediu
66%
m

Small
<33%

Section 2: Stem Health

2.1: Are Fungi, Conks, or Mushrooms present?

2.1a: If yes, what percentage of
the face has been affected?

2.2: Is there an open wound or bark missing from the stem?

2.2a: If yes, what percentage of
the face has been affected?

2.2a1: What is the condition of
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Yes

110% 11 - 25%

No

2650%

Yes

110% 11 - 25%

51 - 75% > 75%

No

2650%

51 - 75% > 75%

the wood underneath?

Solid

Punkie Rotten

Yes

No

2.3: Are Holes or Heart rot present on the stem?

2.3a: If yes, what percentage of
the face has been affected?

2.3b: What percentage of the
length between the stump and
crown is affected by rot?

110% 11 - 25%

2650%

51 - 75% > 75%

110% 11 - 25%

2650%

51 - 75% > 75%

2.4: Is there evidence of insect damage present in the form of
borings?

2.4a: If yes, what size are the borings?

2.5: Is there evidence of animal damage?

2.5a: If yes, what type of damage
is present?

Yes

No

Large

Small

Yes

No

Gnawing

Peckin
g
Rubbing Other

Section 3A: Crown Health (leaf present)
3A.1: What is the shape of the Crown?

Triangle

3A.2: Has the tree been topped?
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Invert
ed
Triang
le

Round

Yes

Oval

Cylinder

No

Diamo
nd

3A.3: Is there evidence of pruning?

Yes

3A.4: Given total height of tree what is the percentage
crown?

No

0 - 9% 10 - 17%

18 22%

23 - 29% > 30%

3A.5: How full is the crown?

110% 11 - 25%

2650%

51 - 75% > 75%

3A.6: What percentage of dead branches is accounted for
within the crown area?

110% 11 - 25%

2650%

51 - 75% > 75%

3A.7: Is there discoloration to the green leaves of the tree?
Yellow (chlorotic)

Yes

No

Black (Necrotic)

Yes

No

Insect predation?

Yes

No

Sheading/loss?

Yes

No

Chemicals?

Yes

No

Yes

No

3A.8: Is there sign of defoliation through:

3A.9: Are there vines within the canopy?

Section 3B: Crown Health (leaf absent)

3B.1: What is the shape of the Crown?

Triangle
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Invert
ed
Triang
le

Round

Oval

Cylinder

Diamo
nd

3B.2: Has the tree been topped?

Yes

No

3B.3: Is there evidence of pruning?

Yes

No

3B.4: Given total height of tree what is the percentage crown? 0 - 9% 10 - 17%

18 22%

23 - 29% > 30%

3B.5: What percentage of dead branches is accounted for
within the crown area?

2650%

51 - 75% > 75%

3B.6: Are there vines within the canopy?

110% 11 - 25%

Yes

No

Yes

No

4.2: Is the tree in contact with power lines?

Yes

No

4.3: Has the tree been cut to accommodate power lines?

Yes

No

4.4: Is the height to the braches above 8 feet for sidewalks or
15 feet for roadways?

Yes

No

4.5: Does the tree have a dead top?

Yes

No

4.6: Does the tree have multiple stems?

Yes

No

Section 4: Cultural Impacts

4.1: Is the tree leaning over 15 degrees from the vertical?
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4.7: Does the tree have any Widow Makers on it?

Yes

No

4.8: Is there any metal attached to the tree?

Yes

No

4.9: Are there animal nests present on the tree?

Yes

No

4.10: Is any part of the tree above ground in contact with a
structure?

Yes

No

4.11: Is there evidence of Weather damage?

Yes

No

Location (draw location of tree (from the nearest intersection)
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Notes:
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14.0: Appendix C
(The R.A.T.E. tool version 2.4 which represented the most up to date inclusions of questions and
corrections. This was the version that was utilized for the field trials of the tool.)
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Figure 8: PDF version of the R.A.T.E. tool
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15.0: Appendix D
(The scoring rubric for the R.A.T.E. tool.)
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Rapid Assessment of Threat Examination (R.A.T.E.) Tool Rubric
Name
:_____________________
State
:__________________

Date : _____________

County :_________________

Weather:______________
Time of
Day:_____________

Town :___________________

Wind:________________

R.I.V.A.T. Trained
:

Yes

GPS Coordinates: North:________________

No
West:________________

Tree Species
:
(4 - 7%) *
Circumference (inches):___________
* If tree is alive record value found on tree list. Use 6.0 here
Approximate Height of Tree:___________________
Current condition of tree?

Absent (do crown
3B section)
Total =
Total(t)

22%

1.1: Has there been or currently is there
active digging in the area out to the edge of
the crown?
1.1a: If yes, what
percentage of area has
been affected?

2.20

1.2: Is there a tree grate in the sidewalk?
1.2a: If yes, is the stem hole filled?
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100%

Present (do
crown 3A
section)

The current state of the leaves?

Section 1: Roots
Health

0%

see
below

5.50

0

7.70

11.00

0

7

8

0

22.00

1.3: Have the roots heaved the sidewalk?

15

0

1.4: Are Mushrooms or Fungi
present around the base of tree?

32

0

1.5: Had this tree once been a
multiple stem tree, which was cut or
broken off?

11

0

1.6: How much biomass is on the ground?
Section 2: Stem
Health

2.1a: If yes, what
percentage of the face has
been affected?
2.2: Is there an open wound or bark
missing from the stem?
2.2a: If yes, what
percentage of the face has
been affected?

Yes

2.50

6.25

0

12.50

25.00

0

See the side for value of the condition times percentage

1.6

3.3

5

6.6

3.3

6.6

10

13.3

5

10

15

20

2.3: Are Holes or Heart rot present
on the stem?
2.3a: If yes, what
percentage of the face has
been affected?

18.75

Yes

2.2a1: What is the
condition of the wood
underneath?
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0
Total(1)

35%

2.1: Are Fungi, Conks, or Mushrooms
present?

Solid
.67
Punkie
.67
Rotten
2

5
2.5
Section total * .22=

0.33

0.66

Yes

3.5

8.75

1
0

17.5

26.25

35

2.3b: What percentage of
the length between the
stump and crown is
affected by rot?

2.3a * 2.3b= 2.3 value
.1

.25

.5

.75

2.4: Is there evidence of insect damage
present in the form of borings?

Yes

0

2.4a: If yes, what size are the
borings?

10

6

Yes

0

2.5: Is there evidence of animal damage?
2.5a: If yes, what type of
damage is present?

10

Section 3A: Crown Health (leaf
present)
3A.1: What is the shape of the
Crown?
Triangle

6
Section total *
.35 =

2

1

1
Total(
2)

16%

0 point value item for general knowledge
Invert
ed
Round
Oval
Cylinder
Trian
gle

3A.2: Has the tree been topped?

10

0

3A.3: Is there evidence of pruning?

2

1

Diamo
nd

3A.4: Given total height of tree what
is the percentage crown?

20

15

10

5

0

3A.5: How full is the
crown?

12

9

6

3

0

3A.6: What percentage of dead
branches is accounted for within the
crown area?

1.8

4.5

9

13.5

18

3A.7: Is there discoloration to the
green leaves of the tree?
Yellow (chlorotic)
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10

0

Black (Necrotic)

18

0

2

0

Sheading/loss?

8

0

Chemicals?

10

0

10

0

3A.8: Is there sign of defoliation through:
Insect predation?

3A.9: Are there vines within the
canopy?

Section total *
.16 =
Section 3B: Crown Health (leaf
absent)
3B.1: What is the shape of the
Crown?
Triangle

Total(
3)

16%

0 point value item for general knowledge
Invert
ed
Round
Oval
Cylinder
Trian
gle

3B.2: Has the tree been topped?

10

0

3B.3: Is there evidence of pruning?

2

0

Diamo
nd

3B.4: Given total height of tree what
is the percentage crown?

20

15

10

5

0

3B.5: What percentage of dead
branches is accounted for within the
crown area?

1.8

4.5

9

13.5

18

3B.6: Are there vines within the
canopy?

Section 4: Cultural
Impacts
4.1: Is the tree leaning over 15
degrees from the vertical?
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10
(Section total /60) * .16
=

0
Total(
3)

20%
10

0

4.2: Is the tree in contact with power lines?

15

0

4.3: Has the tree been cut to
accommodate power lines?

4

0

4.4: Is the height to the braches above 8
feet for sidewalks or 15 feet for
roadways?

0

2

4.5: Does the tree have a dead top?

15

0

4.6: Does the tree have multiple stems?

8

0

4.7: Does the tree have any Widow Makers on it?

30

0

4.8: Is there any metal attached to the tree?

0

0

0

0

4.10: Is any part of the tree above
ground in contact with a structure?

10

0

4.11: Is there evidence of Weather
damage?

6

0

Information for general knowledge
4.9: Are there animal nests present on the tree?
Information for general knowledge

Section total * .2 =
Tree Grade =

Total(4)

Total(t)+Total(1)+Total(2)+Total(3)+Total(4)

"Tree grade is a percentage value and is a general guide line for safety to the community"
My discovered values.
0 - 10
%
= good health no concern at this time. (Arborist evaluation not required)
11 - 16
%
= okay health may have a few issues, Arborist check for determination
17 - 40
%
40 100%

=

poor health needs to be removed in 1 to 3 years, Arborist conformation of health needed.

=

Danger! Needs to be removed immediately

Figure 8: Score sheet rule for R.A.T.E.
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16.0: Appendix E
(Approval letter for testing with human subjects from the Human studies subject committee of
Shippensburg University.)
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July 25, 2012

Dear Marlin Gruver & Dr. Sean Cornell,
Your application to use human subjects in your research “The development of an urban
tree health data collection tool for the non-professional” (R# 07-03-12-ASB) has been
reviewed using the expedited review process as outlined in Health and Human Services
45 CFR Part 46.110.
Your application:
X Has been approved for implementation for a period of 12 months based
on the
following required modification to your informed consent: 1) You must add a line to
the consent stating that the participant agrees that s/he is at least 18 years of age.
Will require additional time for review by the Institutional Review Board.
If your research takes more than 12 months to complete, approval beyond 12 months is
required. To avoid interruption in your research, this approval should be granted on or
before the anniversary date of this document. Please note that the above listed approval
number (R#) is required when applying for a continuance.
Wishing you every success in your research endeavors.

Dorlisa J. Minnick, Ph.D.
Co-Chair, Committee on Research with Human Subjects, Shippensburg University
301 Shippen Hall, Department of Social Work, 717-477-1785, djminnick@ship.edu
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